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Smooth profinite groups, II: the Uplifting Theorem.
Mathieu Florence1
“There is life.
Children come, for the secret.
The invisible is offered.
Time is consumed.
No thing remains.”
Kah’Vo’Uil’Kel’, Exchanges.
Abstract. Let p be a prime. This paper provides a proof of the Uplifting Con-
jecture, stated at the end of [DCF3]. In this text, it is Theorem 11.1. It states
that complete flags of mod p semi-linear representations of a 1-smooth profinite
group lift modulo p2. We get the following corollaries.
Let X be a scheme where p is invertible. Then, Fp-local systems on X admit
Zariski-local liftings to Z/p2-local systems.
Thus, mod p Galois representations, of a field F , unconditionally lift mod p2.
I then offer a costless generalization of these statements, to representations of solv-
able linear algebraic groups (Theorem 15.3), as well as to filtered exact sequences
of these (Theorem 16.3).
As an application, I prove the Smoothness Theorem 17.1, yielding a positive answer
to the Smoothness Conjecture of [DCF1], in the framework of 1-smooth profinite
groups.
The Uplifting Theorem *can* be viewed as a non-commutative extension of Kum-
mer theory, to higher dimensions.
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1. Introduction.
Let G be a profinite group. Let p be a prime. The goal of this paper is to complete
the following task.
(T): Axiomatize properties of G, ensuring the unconditional existence of liftings
of its mod p representations (or cohomology), to their mod p2 counterparts.
The interest for (T) started under the impulse of [DCF1] and [DCF2]. The initial
motivation of [DCF1] was the following insight.
(I): The Norm Residue Isomorphism Theorem of Rost, Suslin, Voevodsky and
Weibel, is a formal consequence of (mod p2) Kummer theory.
To do so, an attempt was made to extend Kummer theory, in two directions.
On the one hand, passing from usual absolute Galois groups to a wider class
of profinite groups, enjoying a lifting property that formalizes Kummer theory.
On the other hand, replacing roots of unity- the usual coefficients of Kummer
theory- by higher dimensional representations. This led to the concept of smooth
profinite groups, and to the Stable Lifting Theorems 16.2 and 16.3 of [DCF1].
Formulated as such, these Theorems are hard to apply to other contexts. In the
recent work [DCF3], a proposal is made, for a better axiomatization of Kummer
theory. At its core lies a distinction between the notion of a (1, e)-cyclotomic
pair (G,Z/p1+e(1)), and that of an e-smooth profinite group. Whereas the first
notion depends on Z/p1+e(1), given by a character G −→ (Z/p1+e)×, the new
notion of an e-smooth profinite group is intrinsic to G. Note that Witt vectors
plays an essential role, in this new definition of a smooth profinite group. The
Weak One-Dimensional Lifting Theorem of [DCF3] can then be thought of as
a translation of the Stable Lifting Theorems above, in a language that is more
understandable, and clearly more suitable for applications.
The Weak One-Dimensional Lifting Theorem implies that, if (G,Z/p1+e(1)) is a
(1, e)-cyclotomic pair, then G is e-smooth.
At the end of [DCF3], a deep conjecture is stated: the Uplifting Conjecture. In
essence, it provides the sought-for extension of mod p2 Kummer theory, to arbi-
trary (complete flags of) semi-linear representations of a 1-smooth profinite group.
In group-theoretic language, it is a cohomological leap, from Borel subgroups of
GL2, to Borel subgroups of GLd, for d ≥ 3 arbitrary. Quite a leap, indeed:)
The main goal of this paper is to prove the Uplifting Conjecture, thus upgrading it
into Theorem 11.1. I then propose its natural generalization, to representations of
some solvable linear algebraic groups: the Elated Lifting Theorem 15.3, implying
4a lifting statement for filtered exact sequences of semi-linear representations (The-
orem 16.3). These statements are actually quickly deduced from the Uplifting
Theorem. As applications, I then prove unconditional liftability of (completely
filtered) Fp-e´tale local systems on a semi-local scheme, to (completely filtered)
Z/p2-e´tale local systems (section 13). As a corollary, mod p Galois representations
of arbitrary dimension d, of a field F , always lift mod p2. This is Theorem 14.1,
formulated with the words of elementary Galois theory, so that E´variste himself
can enjoy the statement. Last, I prove a Smoothness Theorem, for lifting the
usual mod p cohomology of a 1-smooth profinite group. This is Theorem 17.1,
which solves by the affirmative the Smoothness Conjecture of [DCF1], in the new
framework of 1-smooth profinite groups. Applied to absolute Galois groups, it
provides the lifting statement which would show that insight (I) is correct- up to
a twist. Finally, I state the Symbols Conjecture (17.4), which should follow from
an adequate application of the Uplifting Theorem.
The main tools for proving the Uplifting Theorem are:
1) The framework of cyclotomic pairs, and of smooth profinite groups, as intro-
duced in [DCF3].
2) G-linearized Witt vector bundles, over a G-scheme S of characteristic p. Their
systematic study was started in [DCFL].
3) Extensions of vector bundles over flag schemes of vector bundles, and their
splitting schemes.
4) Good filtrations, on quasi-coherent modules over a scheme.
These tools are discussed in the first nine sections of this text. Familiarity with
[DCFL] and [DCF3] is assumed, but is by no means a necessity.
In section 6.2, I introduce the smooth closure and the cyclotomic closure of an
arbitrary profinite group G. They can be thought of as avatars of an algebraic
closure, depending only on G. In principle, using the smooth closure makes
the Uplifting Theorem usable to study modular representations of an arbitrary
profinite group.
Section 10 is included for the sake of completing the description of splitting
schemes of tautological flag schemes. It is not used anywhere in this paper.
Section 12 provides a proof of the Uplifting Theorem.
Its application, to lifting complete flags of Fp-e´tale local systems, is given in
section 13.
Section 14.1 deals with Galois representations.
In section 15, the Uplifting Theorem is extended, to representations of some
solvable algebraic groups, which I call elated. Note that it may well be the case,
that Borel subgroups of split reductive algebraic groups G are all elated. The
Elated Lifting Theorem 15.3 would then actually apply to all such G.
5In section 17, I present a Smoothness Theorem, for lifting the cohomology of
1-smooth profinite groups. I state the Symbols Conjecture.
2. Notation, conventions and basic concepts.
The notation A := E means that A is defined as the expression E.
The letter p denotes a prime number. Oddly enough, its parity plays no role;-)
The letter G denotes a profinite group.
2.1. Witt vectors. For an integer r ≥ 1, we denote by Wr the p-typical Witt
vectors of length r, seen as scheme of commutative rings, defined over Z. To
begin with, it is sufficient to know that Wr is an endofunctor of the category
of commutative rings, such that Wr(Fp) = Z/p
rZ. By glueing, it extends to
an endofunctor of the category of schemes. If S is a scheme, there are closed
immersions Wr(S) −→ Wr+1(S), which are nilpotent if S has characteristic p.
The functor Wr enjoys two elementary crucial features, which will be ceaselessly
exploited in the sequel.
1) Let S be a scheme of characteristic p. As would any endomorphism of S, the
(absolute) Frobenius Frob : S −→ S lifts to an endomorphism Wr(S) −→Wr(S).
It is the (absolute) Frobenius of Wr(S), still denoted by Frob.
2) Let S be a scheme, and let L be a line bundle over S. Then, for every r ≥ 2,
L functorially extends (lifts) to a line bundle over Wr(S)- its Teichmu¨ller lift.
We denote it by Wr(L). See the paper [DCFL] for discussing properties of the
Teichmu¨ller lift.
Let S be a scheme of characteristic p. We shall use the Greenberg transfer
RWr/W1 , from the category of Wr(S)-schemes, to that of S-schemes. It is
comparable to a Weil restriction, in a p-adic context. See [BGA].
2.2. (Semi-linear) actions of profinite groups. All actions of G are contin-
uous, in the following strong sense: a given action occurs through a finite quotient
G0 := G/G0, with G0 a normal open subgroup of G. Of course, G0 depends on
the given action. During some steps of the algorithm used to prove the Uplifting
Theorem, it will shrink considerably.
Following [DCF3], all schemes are quasi-compact. A G-scheme is a scheme S
equipped with an action of G, such that S has a covering by G-invariant open
affines. This condition is guaranteed if, for instance, S is quasi-projective over a
field, or more generally if every finite set of points of S is contained in a common
open affine.
By (Fp, G)-module, I mean a finite dimensional Fp-vector space equipped with an
action of G. Assuming G finite, this is just a finite module over the group algebra
Fp[G]. In general, let A be a commutative ring equipped with an action of a finite
group G. I denote by A[G] the corresponding skew group algebra. It is the free
A-module with basis eg, g ∈ G, with multiplication given by the formula
(aeg).(beh) = ag(b)egh.
If G acts trivially on A, it is the usual group algebra. By “A[G]f -module”, I mean
an A[G]-module, which is finite locally free as an A-module.
6More generally, if S is a G-scheme, we can consider the category of quasi-coherent
OS-modules, equipped with a semi-linear action of G. These will be called (G,OS)-
modules, or (G,S)-modules. A (G,OS)-module, which is finite locally free as an
OS-module, will be called a G-vector bundle over S. For any r ≥ 1, note that a
(G,OWr(S))-module is the same thing as a (G,Wr(OS))-module. If it is locally
free as a Wr(OS)-module, it will be called a G-linearized Witt vector bundle, or
simply (G,Wr)-bundle. If G is finite, and if S = Spec(A) is an affine (Fp, G)-
scheme, a (G,Wr)-bundle over S is the same thing as a Wr(A)[G]
f -module.
2.3. Induction and restriction. I now recall the classical induc-
tion/restriction process with respect to open subgroups, for G-schemes and
their morphisms.
Definition 2.1 (Restriction). Let H ⊂ G be an open subgroup. Let S be a G-
scheme. We denote by ResGH(S) the scheme S, viewed as an H-scheme.
When this creates no confusion, we will denote the H-scheme ResGH(S) simply by
S.
Definition 2.2 (Induction). Let H ⊂ G be an open subgroup. Let S be an H-
scheme. We define the induced G-scheme
IndGH(S) := HomH(G,S)
as follows. On the level of functors of points, it consists of functions
f : G −→ S
such that
f(hg) = hf(g),
for all h ∈ H and g ∈ G. Its G-scheme structure is given by
(x.f)(g) = f(gx),
for x, g ∈ G and f ∈ IndGH(S).
Induction is functorial in the H-scheme S.
The functor IndGH is right adjoint to the forgetful functor
ResGH : {G− Sch} −→ {H − Sch}.
If S is a G-scheme, we denote by
∆ : S −→ IndGH(Res
G
H(S)),
s 7→ (g 7→ gs).
the (diagonal) adjunction morphism.
Definition 2.3 (Induction, relative version). Let S be a G-scheme. Let H ⊂ G
be an open subgroup.
Let f : T −→ ResGH(S) be an H-scheme, over Res
G
H(S). We define Ind
G
H(T, f), a
G-scheme over S, as the fibered product
IndGH(T, f)

// S
∆

IndGH(T )
IndGH(f)
// IndGH(Res
G
H(S)).
We shall denote it simply by
IndGH(f) −→ S,
7if there is no risk of confusing it with the arrow IndGH(f).
The functor f 7→ IndGH(f) is right adjoint to the forgetful functor
ResGH : {G− Sch/S} −→ {H − Sch/S}.
Remark 2.4. Denote by n the index ofH inG. Choosing a system {g1, . . . , gn} ⊂ G
of representatives of cosets in H\G yields a (noncanonical) isomorphism
IndGH(T ) ≃ T ×Z T ×Z . . .×Z T︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
Similarly, we get an isomorphism
IndGH(f) ≃ T ×f T ×f . . .×f T︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
.
In case f is the restriction of a (G,S)-scheme T −→ S, there is a canonical
isomorphism IndGH(f) ≃ T
G/H.
2.4. Flags of Witt vector bundles. The notation Vi,r always stands for a
Wr-bundle of dimension i, over some Fp-scheme S (see [DCFL] and [DCF3], for
the notion of Witt vector bundle). When S is an (Fp, G)-scheme, Vi,r is often
G-linearized, i.e. endowed with the extra structure of a (G,Wr)-bundle.
For a given Wr-bundle Vi,r, and for an integer 1 ≤ s ≤ r, I denote by Vi,s :=
Vi,r ⊗Wr Ws its reduction to a Ws-bundle. If
∇r : 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r
is a complete flag of Wr-bundles, I use the notation Li,r := Vi,r/Vi−1,r for the
Wr-line bundles forming its graded pieces. When used, the notation Li stands for
Li,1. For relative integers a1, . . . , ad, set
O(a1, a2, . . . , ad) := L
⊗a1
1,1 ⊗ L
⊗a2
2,1 ⊗ . . .⊗ L
⊗ad
d,1 ;
these are usual line bundles over S. This notation extends as follows. If M is a
quasi-coherent S-module, set
M(a1, a2, . . . , ad) :=M ⊗OS O(a1, a2, . . . , ad).
Suppose that S = Fl(V1)
F
−→ T is a (complete) flag scheme (see section 7.1),
where V1 is a G-vector bundle over an (Fp, G)-scheme T . I then use curly letters
Vi,1 to denote the i-th piece of the tautological (or generic) flag
∇gen,1 : 0 = V0,1 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,1 := F
∗(V1),
over S. I denote by Li,1 = Vi,1/Vi−1,1 its graded pieces; these are G-line bundles.
2.5. Real and imaginary objects. From now on, we shall use a convention
that, though poetically confusing at first sight, turns out to be convenient and
inspiring in practice.
Let S be an (Fp, G)-scheme.
Let Vr be a (G,Wr)-bundle over S. We shall say that V is a real Witt vector
bundle over S. Witt vector bundles over S, which do not come equipped with a
semi-linear G-action, will be called complex, or preferably imaginary.
The notation used in the sequel is RWr-bundle for “(G,Wr)-bundle over S”, and
CWr-bundle for “Wr-bundle over S”.
More generally, “something real” is to be understood as “something over S,
equipped with a semi-linear action of G”, whereas “something imaginary” is just
8“something over S”.
Remark 2.5. The terminology “real” and “imaginary” is clearly inspired by classi-
cal real and complex geometry, where a (say, quasi-projective) real variety is just
a complex one, equipped with an involution which is semi-linear with respect to
complex conjugation. In our context, it reflects the fact that the group-theoretical
structure of our profinite group G does not matter. It suffices to know that G,
when smooth, enjoys a nice lifting property for G-affine spaces. Meanwhile, the
Uplifting Theorem proved in this text is useful, to derive subtle structural prop-
erties of 1-smooth profinite groups- like some algebraic fundamental groups, or
mediatic Gal(Q/Q). Pursuing this task is not part of my current schedule. But...
never say never!
Remark 2.6. Assume that p = 2, and G = Gal(C/R) = Z/2- the only non-trivial
smooth finite 2-group. Our WtF (for Witt-Frobenius...) machinery is then not
needed to prove the Uplifting Theorem. It boils down to an exercise, which I
recommend to the reader.
2.6. The notation ∗,+,++,−,−−. In this text, I use the notation ∗ for a rel-
ative integer, or more generally an object, whose name it is superfluous to men-
tion. For instance, on the complete flag scheme of a 4-dimensional vector bundle,
O(a, ∗, b, ∗, ∗) stands for a line bundle of the shape O(a, x, b, y, z), where the rela-
tive integers x, y, z do not matter at all. Similarly, the notation + (resp. ++, −,
−−) stands for a non-negative (resp. positive, non-positive, negative) integer. For
instance, O(∗,++,−,−−) stands for a line bundle of the shape O(a1, a2, a3, a4),
when it suffices to retain the information a2 > 0, a3 ≤ 0 and a4 < 0. The notation
∗ obviously extends to other contexts. For instance, I use the notation
0 −→ A −→ ∗ −→ ∗ −→ B −→ 0
for a 2-extension of B by A (say, in some abelian category), where middle terms
need not be specified.
2.7. Frobenius functoriality. Let V = Vr be an RWr-bundle, over an Fp-
scheme S.
Let m ≥ 1 be an integer. I write (Frobm)∗(V ), or preferably V (m) (resp.
(Frobm)∗(V )) for the pullback (resp. pushforward) of V , with respect to Frob
m :
S −→ S.
Assume that s > r is an integer, and that Ws is a lift of V
(m), to an RWs-bundle.
There may not exist a lift Vs of V to an RWs-bundle, such that Ws ≃ V
(m)
s .
That being said, it is convenient to denote the lift Ws by V
[m]
s .
2.8. Extensions: Baer sum, pushforwards, pullbacks, change of the
base. Let A, B be RWr-modules (=(G,Wr(OS))-modules), over an (Fp, G)-
scheme S. I denote by Extn(G,Wr(S))(B,A), or simply by RExt
n
r (B,A) if the
dependence on (G,S) is clear, the category of n-extensions of RWr-modules over
S
E : 0 −→ A −→ ∗ −→ . . . −→ ∗ −→ B −→ 0.
Such an extension is said to be trivial, if it is trivial in the Yoneda (or, equiv-
alently, derived category) setting- see, for instance, [DCF1] or [DF]. Equiva-
lence classes of n-extensions are denoted by Extn(G,Wr(S))(B,A), or simply by
RExtnr (B,A) if generating no confusion. I use the notation RH
n
(G,Wr(S))
(A) :=
9RExtn(G,Wr(S))(Wr(OS), A), or just RH
n(A). Note that, if G = 1, this is just
usual quasi-coherent sheaf cohomology, also denoted by CExtnr (., .) and CH
n(.).
Extensions are subject to the following four functorial operations: Baer sum, push-
forward, pullback, and change of the base (also referred to as pullback, when avoid-
ing confusion) through morphisms of G-schemes S′ −→ S.
If f : A −→ A′ and g : B′ −→ B are arrows in {RWr −Mod}, the pushforward
f∗(E) : 0 −→ A
′ −→ ∗ −→ . . . −→ ∗ −→ B −→ 0
and the pullback
g∗(E) : 0 −→ A −→ ∗ −→ . . . −→ ∗ −→ B′ −→ 0
are defined in the usual fashion. Slightly abusing notation, if F ∈
Extnr (Frob
∗(B),Frob∗(A)), I use f∗(F) to denote Frob(f)∗(F); similarly for
pullbacks.
2.9. Geometric triviality. Let A and B be RWr-bundles over S.
I say that A is geometrically trivial iff A ≃Wr(OS)
d is trivial as a CWr-bundle.
Accordingly, an extension of RWr-bundles is geometrically split (or trivial) if it
splits, as an extension of CWr-bundles. Define
extnr (A,B) := Ker(RExt
n
r (A,B) −→ CExt
n
r (A,B)),
and
hn(A) := Ker(RHn(A) −→ CHn(A)).
Here Ext’s are taken in the Abelian category of RWr-Modules and CWr-Modules,
respectively. Elements of the group extr
n(A,B) will be called geometrically trivial
cohomology classes. Thus “something geometrically trivial over S” means ”some-
thing over S, equipped with a semi-linear action of G, which becomes trivial when
the action of G is forgotten”.
Remark 2.7. This definition is inspired by classical ones. For instance, in the
theory of Chow groups of (projective homogeneous) varieties X over a field F , the
groups
chn(X) := Ker(CHn(X) −→ CHn(X))
are a major topic of investigation. So does the algebraic Brauer group
Bra(X) := Ker(Br(X) −→ Br(X)).
Here X stands for the fiber product X ×F F , where F/F is an algebraic closure
of F .
2.10. The “imaginary to real” spectral sequence. Let S be an (Fp, G)-
scheme. Let A,B be RWr-modules over S; that are, quasi-coherent (G,Wr(OS))-
Modules. There is the usual local-to-global spectral sequence
Hi(G,CExtjr(A,B))⇒ RExt
i+j
r (A,B).
We shall exclusively use it in low degree, to compute the obstruction to lifting
extensions of real Witt vector bundles. It then has a tangible interpretation,
which I now sketch. Namely, let
Er : 0 −→ Vr −→ ∗ −→Wr −→ 0
10
be an extension of RWr-bundles over S. Let Vr+1 (resp. Wr+1) be a given lift
of Vr (resp. Wr) to a RWr+1-bundle. We would like to lift Er to an extension of
RWr+1-bundles
Er+1 : 0 −→ Vr+1 −→ ∗ −→Wr+1 −→ 0.
The obstruction to do so is a class c ∈ RExt21(W
(r)
1 , V
(r)
1 ). It belongs to
ext21(W
(r)
1 , V
(r)
1 ) if, and only if, Er lifts to an extension of CWr+1-bundles. If
this is the case, then the edge map
ext21(W
(r)
1 , V
(r)
1 ) −→ H
1(G,CExt11(W
(r)
1 , V
(r)
1 ))
kills c, if and only if Er lifts to an extension of CWr+1-bundles
Fr+1 : 0 −→ Vr+1 −→ ∗ −→ Wr+1 −→ 0,
whose cohomology class is G-invariant, in a way that lifts the G-structure on Er.
If this is the case, the obstruction to endowing Fr+1 with a semi-linear action of
G, and thus turning it into a real extension, comes from H2(G,Hom(W
(r)
1 , V
(r)
1 )).
Remark 2.8. What precedes is a technical variation on a simple theme. Consider
some algebro-geometric strucure V , over a G-base S. To endow V with a semi-
linear action of G (thus “making it real”), a necessary condition is that V be
G-invariant, up to isomorphism. If this holds, one may then proceed to search
for a real structure on V . Note that, if G is a free profinite group (e.g. G = Zˆ),
there is no difference between “G-invariant” and “G-linearizable”. Thus, we get
an obvious, and enlightening, equivalence between the following assertions.
1) The structure V is G-invariant.
2) For every homomorphism φ : Zˆ −→ G, the structure V is Zˆ-linearizable via φ.
2.11. Cohomological detox. This paper follows the guideline “effectiveness of
a proof matters as much as its result”. It is consistent with minimizing the use
of cohomological devices of degree ≥ 2. I do, however, respect these- for without
knowing them, I would not have written a single line of this text.
3. RWr-affine spaces and permutation embedded flags of
RWr-bundles
3.1. RWr-affine spaces. Let A be an (Fp, G)-algebra. The notion of a G-affine
space over A is discussed in the preprint [DCF3]. It is very elementary. Its interest
lies in viewing torsors under RWr-vector bundles as G-linearized affine spaces-
just like a set with a simply transitive action of Rn is an affine space in the usual
sense, taught to our second-year students. In the present text, following an earlier
convention, a G-affine space over Wr(A) will also be called an RWr-affine space.
3.2. Affine spaces, as splitting schemes of extensions of vector bun-
dles. The following notion was introduced in [DCF3], to which we refer for details
on the framework of G-affine spaces.
Definition 3.1. Let V be a real vector bundle (i.e. a G-vector bundle) over a
G-scheme S. Let X be a real V -torsor over S- that is to say, a real affine space
directed by V . Then, X is represented by a real scheme, affine over S.
Slightly abusing notation, we still denote this real scheme by X −→ S.
If X corresponds to an extension (of real vector bundles over S)
E : 0 −→ V
i
−→ E
pi
−→ OS −→ 0,
11
then this real S-scheme is the scheme of sections of π, denoted by g : S(E) −→ S.
It is an affine subspace of the vector group A(E), having A(V ) as its space of
translations. As such, it is the Spec of the filtered (G,OS)-Algebra
lim
−→
(Symn(E∨)),
where the limit is taken with respect to the injections of the natural exact sequences
0 −→ Symn(E∨)
×pi∨
−→ Symn+1(E∨)
Symn+1(i∨)
−→ Symn+1(V ∨) −→ 0,
obtained by dualizing E, and forming symmetric powers.
This yields a natural filtration on the quasi-coherent OS-module g∗(OS(E)), by sub-
vector bundles. It is indexed by the well-ordered set N. Its n-th graded piece is the
vector bundle Symn(V ∨).
Using the Greenberg transfer, we can consider splitting schemes of extensions of
RWr-bundles. The next Proposition is taken from [DCF3], Proposition 5.6, to
which I refer for a proof.
Proposition 3.2. Let
Er : 0 −→ Vr
ir−→ Er
pir−→Wr(OS) −→ 0
be an extension of RWr-bundles, over an (Fp, G)-scheme S. Viewing it as an
extension of vector bundles over Wr(S), denote by Sr(Er) −→Wr(S) its scheme
of section. Form its Greenberg transfer gr : S(Er) := RWr/W1(Sr(Er)) −→ S.
We also refer to gr : S(Er) −→ S as the scheme of sections of Er. It is naturally
presented as a composite
S(Er) = Xr
hr−→ Xr−1
hr−1
−→ . . .
h2−→ X1
g1
−→ S.
The morphism g1 is the G-scheme of sections of the mod p reduction
E1 : 0 −→ V1
i1−→ E1
pi1−→ OS −→ 0,
as constructed in Proposition 3.1.
The morphism hi : Xi −→ Xi−1 is a (G, V
(i−1)
1 )-torsor.
Thus, the quasi-coherent (G,OS)-module (gr)∗(OS(Er)) has a natural G-filtration,
with associated grading consisting of G-vector bundles of the shape
Syma1(V ∨1 )⊗ Sym
a2(V
(1)∨
1 )⊗ . . .⊗ Sym
ar (V
(r−1)∨
1 ),
where the ai’s are non-negative integers.
3.3. Permutation RWr- bundles.
Definition 3.3. Let S be an (Fp, G)-scheme. Let X be a finite G-set. To fix
ideas, we write the G-action on S on the left, and the G-action on X on the right.
Let (Lx)x∈X be a collection of line bundles over S, together with isomorphisms of
line bundles over S
φx,g : Lxg
∼
−→ (g.)∗(Lx),
one for each g ∈ G and x ∈ X, satisfying the cocycle condition
φx,gh = (h.)
∗(φx,g) ◦ φxg,h.
We then say that the RWr-bundle (over S)⊕
x∈X
Wr(Lx)
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is a permutation RWr-bundle, with (Lx)x∈X as a basis. An RWr-bundle, which
is isomorphic to a permutation RWr-bundle relative to some basis, will simply be
called a permutation RWr-bundle.
In other words, a permutation RWr-bundle is a direct sum of RWr-bundles
induced, from open subgroups of G, by line RW1-bundles.
Clearly, Teichmu¨ller lifts of real line bundles over S are permutation RWr-bundles.
Morphisms between permutation RWr vector bundles always lift, as follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let S be an (Fp, G)-scheme.
1) Let Vr be a permutation RWr-bundle over S. Then, Vr admits a system of
compatible liftings, to permutation RWs-bundle over S, s ≥ r.
2) Let Vr,Wr be two permutation RWr-bundles over S. Consider a real arrow
fr : Vr −→Wr
(morphism of RWr-bundles). Then, fr admits a system of compatible liftings, to
real arrows
fs : Vs −→Ws,
for all s ≥ r.
Proof. Induction, using functoriality of the Teichmu¨ller lift of line bundles over
S, L 7→Wr(L). 
4. Embedded cyclotomic flags.
In this section, we introduce key tools, for proving the Uplifting Theorem.
Let r ≥ 1 be an integer. Let S be an Fp-scheme. Recall the following concept.
Definition 4.1. (Complete flags of Wr-bundles.)
A complete flag of Wr-bundles over S, of rank d ≥ 1, is the data of a filtration of
Wr-bundles over S
∇ = ∇d,r : 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r,
whose graded pieces Li,r = Vi,r/Vi−1,r are Wr-line bundles.
If S is an (Fp, G)-scheme, a G-linearized complete flag of Wr-bundles over S is
called a complete flag of RWr-bundles.
In order to make our future lifting problems representable by schemes, we need an
“embedded” version of these complete flags.
Definition 4.2. (Embedded complete flag of Wr-bundles.)
An embedded complete flag of Wr-bundles over S is the data of a complete flag of
Wr-bundles over S
∇ = ∇d,r : 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r,
together with an embedding of Wr-bundles over S
Vd,r ⊂ VD,r,
where VD,r is a Wr-bundle over S, of rank D ≥ d.
By “embedding”, it is understood that VD,r/Vd,r is a Wr-bundle.
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Definition 4.3. (Permutation embedded complete flag of RWr-bundles.)
Let S be an (Fp, G)-scheme. A permutation embedded complete flag of RWr-
bundles over S is the data of a complete flag of RWr-bundles over S
∇ = ∇d,r : 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r,
together with an embedding of RWr-bundles over S
Vd,r ⊂ VD,r,
where VD,r is a permutation RWr-bundle over S.
4.1. Operations on embedded complete flags. Let
∇ = ∇d,r : 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r ⊂ VD,r
be an embedded complete flag of Wr-bundles, over an Fp-scheme S.
4.1.1. Truncation. For any 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d, the truncation
td′(∇) := 0 = V0,r ⊂ V1,r ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd′,r ⊂ VD,r
is an embedded complete flag of Wr-bundles, of rank d
′.
4.1.2. Reduction. For any 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r, the reduction
ρr′(∇) := 0 = V0,r′ ⊂ V1,r′ ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,r′ ⊂ VD,r′
is an embedded complete flag of Wr′-bundles, of rank d.
5. Good filtrations.
Filtrations are a main tool in this text. Note that they are, in many cases, just
geometric filtrations: they need not respect G-actions.
All filtrations encountered in this text are natural. They enjoy nice properties,
which facilitate de´vissage arguments. They will be refered to as good filtrations.
I now give a motivated definition.
Let F : T −→ S be a morphism of schemes. Let M be a quasi-coherent module
over T . As usual in algebraic geometry, and for various reasons, we will need to
show the vanishing of RiF (M). In the current context, derived functors are taken
with respect to the Zariski topology, and i = 0 or 1. The price to pay, for working
in such a delightfully light cohomological setting, is that the module M is often
messy. Rather than being a low-dimensional object (like a line bundle), it will
often be a direct limit of complicated vector bundles. Such modules M typically
arise when considering fibered products of splitting schemes of torsors under vector
bundles. The reader may take a glimpse at section 12, where this is particularly
obvious. For proving the required vanishing of RiF (M), I always employ the same
arguments.
I first exhibit a filtration (Mj)j∈J of M , by quasi-coherent sub-modules, enjoying
the following properties.
*) J is a well-ordered set (in practice, a subset of Nn, with the usual lexicographic
order).
**) For all j ∈ J , the graded pieces
Fj :=Mj/
∑
i<j
Mi
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of the filtration are vector bundles (in practice, they are often line bundles).
Definition 5.1. A filtration of the preceding type is called a good filtration.
By de´vissage on the good filtration, to prove the vanishing of RiF (M), it suffices
to prove that of RiF (Fj), for all j ∈ J . Note that this follows from the fact that
J is well-ordered. If needed, the Fj ’s may have to be filtered again, in the same
fashion. I shall make an intensive use of the following tools. Verifying 1) is left to
the reader.
1) Tensor product of good filtrations. Let M ′ be another quasi-coherent module
over T , equipped with a good filtration (M ′j′ )j′∈J′ . Put
Mj,j′ :=
∑
(i,i′)≤(j,j′)
Mi ⊗M
′
i′ .
Then, (Mj,j′)(j,j′)∈J×J′ is a good filtration of M ⊗M
′, for the lexicographic or-
der on J × J ′. Its graded pieces are the vector bundles (Fj ⊗ Fj′ )(j,j′)∈J×J′ . This
extends to tensor products of three or more good filtrations of quasi-coherent mod-
ules. Note that the tensor product of good filtrations depends on the chosen order
of the factors. In this text, this choice can be arbitrary.
2) Proposition 7.3, giving a simple condition for the vanishing of F∗(L), when
F : Fl(V ) −→ S is the structure morphism of a complete flag scheme, and when
L is a line bundle over Fl(V ).
3) Proposition 7.4. It is the well-known computation of the cohomology of projec-
tive bundles.
4) The projection formula, sometimes combined with Leray’s spectral sequence.
This efficient technique appears in the work of Orlov.
Example 5.2. (A typical good filtration, on symmetric powers.)
Let S be an Fp-scheme. Let V be a vector bundle over S, of rank d ≥ 3. Denote
by F : Fl(V ) −→ S its complete flag scheme, and by
∇gen : 0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd = F
∗(V )
its tautological complete flag. Pick a positive integer n. Consider the vector bundle
(over Fl(V ))
W := Symn(Vd)
Then, W has a natural good filtration (Mj)j∈J . Here
J := {(a1, . . . , ad) ∈ N
d,
∑
ai = n}
is endowed with the lexicographic order,
M(a1,...,ad) := Span(v1 . . . vd, vi ∈ Vbi , (b1, . . . , bd) ≤ (a1, . . . , ad)).
We have F(a1,...,ad) = O(a1, . . . , ad).
6. (1, e)-cyclotomic and e-smooth profinite groups.
Let e ∈ N ∪ {∞} be a number.
The notion of smooth profinite group used in this text is that introduced in [DCF3].
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Definition 6.1. (Smooth profinite group.)
A profinite group G is said to be e-smooth if the following lifting property holds.
Let A be a perfect Fp-algebra equipped with an action of G (factoring through an
open subgroup). Let L1 be a locally free A-module of rank one, equipped with a
semi-linear action of G. Let c1 ∈ H
1(G,L1) be a cohomology class. Then, there
exists a lift of L1, to a (We+1(A), G)-module Le+1(c), locally free of rank one as
a We+1(A)-module (and depending on c), such that c belongs to the image of the
natural map
H1(G,Le+1(c)) −→ H
1(G,L1).
As explained in [DCF3], e-smoothness is equivalent to a simple fact: the liftability
of one-dimensional mod p G-affine spaces, to mod pe+1 G-affine spaces.
Recall ([DCF3]) that a profinite group is said to be (1, e)-cyclotomic, w.r.t a cy-
clotomic character Z/p1+e(1), if the following lifting property holds.
For all open subgroups H ⊂ G, the natural map
H1(H,Z/p1+e(1)) −→ H1(H,Z/p(1))
is surjective.
A main Theorem of [DCF2] then goes as follows.
Theorem 6.2. (Weak One-dimensional Lifting Theorem)
Let (G,Z/p1+e(1)) be a (1, e)-cyclotomic pair. Let A be a perfect (Fp, G)-algebra.
Let L be an invertible A-module, equipped with a semi-linear action of G. Then,
for all open subgroups H ⊂ G, the natural map
H1(H,We+1(L)(1)) −→ H
1(H,L(1))
is surjective. In particular, G is e-smooth.
6.1. The cyclotomic closure. Consider a discreteG-module Z/p1+e(1), which
is free of rank one as a Z/p1+e-module. Then, there is a canonical cyclotomic
closure Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) −→ G. It is a surjective homomorphism of profinite
groups, whose source is (1, e)-cyclotomic w.r.t to Z/p1+e(1). It *can* be thought
of as a “resolution of singularities” of G, w.r.t to Z/p1+e(1). It is potentially
an important construction: it applies to any profinite group, and it is easily
generalizable to other contexts. How to use it is kept for future considerations.
Definition 6.3. Consider the set of pairs (H, ch), where H ⊂ G is an open
subgroup, and where ch : H −→ Z/p(1) is a 1-cocycle. Using Shapiro’s Lemma,
we have a tautological 1-cocycle
CG : G −→
∏
(H,ch)
(Z/p)(1)G/H .
Form the (set-theoretic) pullback
σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) //

G
CG
∏
(H,ch)
(Z/pe+1)(1)G/H //
∏
(H,ch)
(Z/p)(1)G/H ;
it is naturally a profinite group. Formula for the group law:
(g, x)(g′, x′) := (gg′, x+ g.x′),
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for g ∈ G and x ∈
∏
(H,ch)
(Z/pe+1)(1)G/H .
One can iterate this process.
Set
Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) := lim
←−
i
σi(G,Z/p1+e(1)).
It is the inverse limit of the system
. . . −→ σ(σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)),Z/p1+e(1)) −→ σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) −→ G.
Proposition 6.4. The profinite group Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) is (1, e)-cyclotomic, w.r.t
Z/p1+e(1). The natural morphism Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) −→ G is surjective. It is
versal in the category of all continuous morphisms G′ −→ G, whose source G′
is (1, e)-cyclotomic w.r.t Z/p1+e(1). In other words, for every such morphism
G′ −→ G, there exists a (non unique) morphism G′ −→ Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)), such
that the triangle
G′

&&▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) // G
commutes.
Proof. Let’s check that Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) is (1, e)-smooth w.r.t Z/p1+e(1). Denote
by Gi the kernel of the natural quotient qi : Σ(G,Z/p
1+e(1)) −→ σi(G,Z/p1+e(1)).
Let H ⊂ Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) be an open subgroup. Let ch : H −→ Z/p(1) be a 1-
cocycle. Pick i such that Gi ⊂ H, and such that ch factors through H −→ H/Gi.
Denote by Hi ⊂ σ
i(G,Z/p1+e(1)) the image of H under qi. Then ch gives rise to
a 1-cocycle xh : Hi −→ Z/p(1). By definition of σ(.,Z/p
1+e(1)), the composite
cocycle Hi+1 −→ Hi
xh−→ Z/p(1) lifts to a 1-cocycle x˜h : Hi+1 −→ Z/p
1+e(1).
Thus, ch itself lifts to c˜h : H −→ Z/p
1+e(1). The fact that Σ(G,Z/p1+e(1)) is
surjective is obvious. That it is versal follows from the definition of a 1-smooth
profinite group. 
6.2. The smooth closure. The cyclotomic closure has a “smooth” counterpart,
which depends only on G and p. In depth e = 1, it reads as follows.
Definition 6.5. Denote by B2 ⊂ GL2 the Borel subgroup, consisting of upper
triangular matrices.
Consider pairs (A, cg), where A is an (Fp, G)-algebra, finitely generated as an Fp-
algebra, and where cg : G −→ B2(A
perf ) is a 1-cocycle.
Choose a system of representative P(G) of these pairs, up to isomorphism.
We have a tautological 1-cocycle
CG : G −→
∏
(A,cg)∈P(G)
B2(A
perf ).
Form the (set-theoretic) pullback
σ(G) //

G
CG
∏
(A,cg)∈P(G)
B2(W2(A
perf ))
ρ
//
∏
(A,cg)
B2(A
perf );
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it is naturally a profinite group. Iterating this process, set
Σ(G) := lim
←−
i
σi(G).
Proposition 6.6. The profinite group Σ(G) is 1-smooth. The natural morphism
Σ(G) −→ G is surjective. It is versal in the category of all continuous morphisms
G′ −→ G, whose source G′ is 1-smooth. In other words, for every such morphism
G′ −→ G, there exists a (non unique) morphism G′ −→ Σ(G), such that the
triangle
G′
 !!❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
Σ(G) // G
commutes.
Proof. Adapt the proof of Proposition 6.3. 
Remark 6.7. Using the smooth closure, the Uplifting Theorem can be applied to
study modular representations of arbitrary (pro)-finite groups.
This is a worthwhile topic of investigation.
7. Flag schemes and their cohomology.
Definition 7.1 (Flag schemes).
Let S be any scheme (not necessarily of characteristic p). Let V be a vector bundle
over S, of rank D ≥ 1. Let
1 ≤ n1 < . . . < ns ≤ D
be a strictly increasing sequence of integers. We denote by
F (= Fn1,...,ns) : Fl(n1, . . . , ns, V ) −→ X
the scheme of flags of (sub)-vector bundles in V , of dimensions n1, . . . , ns.
Its universal property is the following : for any morphism T
t
−→ S, the set
Fl(n1, . . . , ns, V )(T ) is the set of flags of vector bundles (over T )
(0 = Z0 ⊂ Z1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Zs ⊂ ZD := t
∗(V )),
with dim(Zi) = ni for all i = 1, . . . , s. We use the notation
0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vs ⊂ VD = F
∗(V )
for the tautological filtration (flag) on the vector bundle F ∗(V ).
We denote the flag scheme Fl(1, 2, . . . , d, V ), for d ∈ {1, . . . , D}, by
F (= Fd,V ) : Fl(d, V ) −→ S.
If d = D, we denote Fl(d, V ) simply by Fl(V ); it is the scheme of complete flags
of the vector bundle V . As usual, we then denote by
Li := Vi/Vi−1
the associated quotient line bundles, for i = 1, . . . , D.
Following the notation introduced earlier, for an arbitrary sequence of relative in-
tegers a1, . . . , aD, we put
O(a1, . . . , aD) := L
⊗a1
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ L
⊗aD
d ;
it is a line bundle on Fl(V ).
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Remark 7.2. The scheme Fl(V ) can be naturally constructed as a composite of
projective bundles; see [Fu, 3.2].
The following Proposition will serve us well.
Proposition 7.3. Denote by F : Fl(V ) −→ S the scheme of complete flags of a
vector bundle V , of rank D.
Let a = (a1, . . . , aD) ∈ Z
D be a sequence of D relative integers.
If a is not an increasing sequence, then
F∗(O(a1, . . . , aD)) = 0.
Proof. See [B, Proposition 1.4.5]. 
Let F : Fl(V ) −→ S be the complete flag scheme of a vector bundle over S, of
rank D. It is an exercise to show that the tautological flag
∇gen : 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ VD−1 ⊂ VD = F
∗(V )
is not split. More precisely, for any integers 1 ≤ m < n ≤ D the natural extension
Nat : 0 −→ Vm −→ Vn −→ Vn/Vm −→ 0
is not split. If S has characteristic p, neither are its Frobenius pullbacks Nat(r).
In the sequel, we will need to split (part of) this tautological flag, using splitting
schemes.
I now recall fairly classical cohomological material. Respecting my vow of sim-
plicity, I will leave aside cohomology groups of degree ≥ 2.
Lemma 7.4. (Cohomology of Pd−1-bundles).
Let V be a vector bundle of rank d ≥ 2, over a scheme S. Denote by F : P(V ) −→ S
its projective bundle, and by O(1) its twisting sheaf. Let n > 0 be an integer.
1) We have F∗(O(−n)) = 0.
2) If d ≥ 3, we have R1F∗(O(−n)) = 0.
3) If d = 2, we have R1F∗(O(−1)) = 0, and
R1F∗(O(−n)) = Γ
n−2(V ∨)⊗Det(V )∨
for n ≥ 2, where Γ∗ denotes divided powers, dual to symmetric powers Sym∗.
The same computations hold over the complete flag scheme Fl(V ), instead of
the projective bundle P(V ). Just replace O(−n) by O(0, . . . , 0,−n) (or dually
O(n, 0, . . . , 0)).
In particular, for d = 2, the vector bundle F ∗(R1F∗(O(n, 0))) has a good filtration
by subbundles, having as graded pieces line bundles of the shape O(n1, n2), with
n1, n2 positive, and n1 + n2 = n.
Proof. Stacks project ([SP] 30.8) does it well. 
8. S-polynomial functors, symmetric functors.
My goal here is to give a meaning to “a polynomial functor” applied to a vector
bundle V over a scheme. I do this adopting the trendy language of stacks. This
section is rather informal: I include it for fun, hoping that the reader will find
it inspiring. Note that the only polynomial functors used later in this text are
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symmetric functors- defined at the end of this section.
Denote by S a scheme, not necessarily of characteristic p.
Definition 8.1. We define VectS to be the category whose objects are pairs
(T
f
−→ S, V )
where f is a morphism of schemes, and where V is a vector bundle over T (of
arbitrary constant rank). Morphisms
(T
f
−→ S, V ) −→ (T ′
f ′
−→ S, V ′)
exist if and only if f = f ′, in which case they are morphisms of OT -Modules
V −→ V ′.
The category VectS is fibered over SchS, through the forgetful functor and pull-
backs of vector bundles, giving rise to the stack of vector bundles over S (with
respect, say, to the fpqc topology).
The next Definition, for polynomial functors, mimics that of polynomial laws- in
a categorical context.
Definition 8.2. (S-polynomial functors.)
Let n be a positive integer. An S-polynomial functor, homogeneous of degree n ≥ 0,
is an endofunctor Φ of the stack VectS, together with the data, for every
(T
f
−→ S, V ) ∈ VectS
and every line bundle L over T , of a functorial isomorphism
φf,V,L : Φ(L⊗ V )
∼
−→ L⊗n ⊗ Φ(V )
of vector bundles over T .
Remark 8.3. If S = Spec(k) with k a field, the preceding Definition is most likely
equivalent to the usual definition of a polynomial functor- see, for instance, [FS].
Examples 8.4. The n-th symmetric power
V 7→ Symn(V )
and n-th exterior power
V 7→ Λn(V )
both define S-polynomial functors, homogeneous of degree n.
The n-th divided power
V 7→ Γn(V ) := Symn(V ∨)∨
also defines such a functor. (Warning: this formula for divided powers applies to
vector bundles only.)
If S has characteristic p, the r-th Frobenius pullback
V 7→ V (r) = (Frobr)∗(V )
defines an S-polynomial functor, homogeneous of degree pr.
Note that Γn, Symn and Λn are Z-polynomial functors: they are defined over
S = Spec(Z).
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Definition 8.5. Let Φ be an S-polynomial functor, homogeneous of degree n.
Then, the association
V 7→ Φ(V ∨)∨
defines another polynomial functor Φ∨, dual to Φ.
We shall say that Φ is self-dual if Φ and Φ∨ are isomorphic.
Exercise 8.6. Exterior powers Λn are self-dual over any base. Symmetric powers
Symn are self-dual over S if and only n! is everywhere invertible on S.
8.1. Symmetric functors. In practice, we shall use very specific polynomial
functors, which I now define.
Definition 8.7. (Symmetric functors.)
A symmetric functor over Fp is an Fp-polynomial functor of the shape
Φ : V 7→
n⊗
i=1
Symai(V (ri)),
where n, the ai’s and the ri’s are non-negative integers, with aip
ri > 0 for all i.
It is thus homogeneous, of degree
∑n
i=1 aip
ri .
It is called pure if n = 1. If n ≥ 2, it is said to be composite.
9. Lifting line subbundles...
In this section, we investigate how to lift line subbundles of Witt vector bundles.
This question is of crucial importance in the proof of the Uplifting Theorem.
Note that it is equivalent to its dual counterpart: lifting quotient line bundles of
Witt vector bundles.
Let S be a (G,Fp)-scheme, let L be a G-line bundle over S, let r ≥ 1 be
an integer, and let
Er : 0 −→ Lr
ir−→ Vr
pir−→ Qr −→ 0
be an exact sequence of RWr-bundles over S. Let s ≥ 1 be an integer. Let Vr+s
be a given lift of Vr, to a RWr+s-bundle on S. We want to perform a real base-
change Sr+s −→ S, which is universal for the problem of lifting Er to an extension
of RWr+s-bundles
Er+s : 0 −→ Lr+s
ir+s
−→ Vr+s
pir+s
−→ Qr+s −→ 0.
To begin with, we need to formulate this problem more precisely. Note that it is
sufficient to lift ir to a homomorphism of RWr+s-bundles
ir+s : Lr+s −→ Vr+s,
which is then automatically an embedding. Simply set Qr+s to be its cokernel.
9.1. ...along their Teichmu¨ller lift. In this section, we prescribe Lr+s, as
a real line bundle over S. For instance, if Lr is the Teichmu¨ller lift of its mod
p reduction (Lr = Wr(L1)), we can require Lr+s = Wr+s(L1). Consider the
natural exact sequence (of real WtF-modules over S)
Fr+s : 0 −→ Frob
r
∗((Frob
r)∗(Vs ⊗ L
−1
s )) −→ Vr+s ⊗ L
−1
r+s
ρ
−→ Vr ⊗ L
−1
r −→ 0,
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where Vs := Vr ⊗Wr Ws denotes the reduction of Vr to a RWs-bundle on S, and
where ρ is given by reduction. Then, the injection ir is given by a global section
(over S)
sr ∈ H
0(S, Vr ⊗ L
−1
r ).
Lifting it to ir+s : Lr+s −→ Vr+s amounts to lifting sr, via ρ, to a global section
sr+s ∈ H
0(S, Vr+s ⊗ L
−1
r+s). The space of such liftings is naturally a torsor under
the RWs-bundle (Vs ⊗ L
−1
s )
(r). It is given (using adjunction between Frob∗ and
Frob∗) by the extension s∗r(Fr+s), corresponding to an extension of RWs-bundles
over S
Gr+s : 0 −→ (Frob
r)∗(Vs ⊗ L
−1
s ) −→ ∗ −→ OS −→ 0.
Denote by
RLr+s(= RLr+s(ir, Vr+s, Lr+s)) := S(Gr+s)
g
−→ S
its splitting scheme; see 3.2. Over RLr+s, Gr+s acquires a canonical (real) section,
giving rise to a lifting ir+s of ir. The affine, real morphism
g : RLr+s −→ S
is then, indeed, the universal base-change for the problem of lifting ir, prescribing
Lr+s and Vr+s.
In fact, we have just proved a useful representability statement, as follows.
Definition 9.1. Let 0 −→ Lr
ir−→ Vr −→ Qr −→ 0 be a short sequence of RWr-
bundles over a G-scheme S. Assume given a lift Vr+s(resp. Lr+s) of Vr(resp. Lr)
to a RWr+s-bundle over S. Consider the functor
Ψir ,Vr+s,Lr+s : Sch/S −→ Sets
(T
t
−→ S) 7−→ {ir+s : t
∗(Lr+s) −→ t
∗(Vr+s)}
,
from the category of S-schemes to that of sets, defined as follows. It sends t to the
set of liftings of t∗(ir) to a homomorphism of Wr+s-bundles over T .
Proposition 9.2. The functor Ψir ,Vr+s,Lr+s is represented by the affine morphism
g : RLr+s −→ S constructed above.
Proof. Over a given T
t
−→ S, the data of ir+s is equivalent to a splitting of the
extension t∗(s∗r(Fr+s)). Use the construction above. 
Remark 9.3. Assume that T
t
−→ S is a morphism of G-schemes. Then, (G,S)-
morphisms T −→ RLr+s correspond to liftings of t
∗(ir), to a homomorphism of
RWr+s-bundles over T .
Remark 9.4. Assume that s = 1. Then, by Proposition 3.1, the quasi-coherent
OS-Module g∗(ORLr+1) has a natural good filtration, with graded pieces vector
bundles of the shape
Symn((Frobr)∗((V1)
∨ ⊗ L1) = Sym
n((Frobr)∗(V ∨1 ))⊗ L
npr
1 ,
hence setting a := npr, Φa(.) := Sym
n(Frobr(.)) is a pure symmetric functor,
homogenenous of degree a, which describes the graded pieces of g∗(ORLr+1). Note
that the only graded piece of degree a = 0 corresponds to OS ⊂ g∗(ORLr+1).
The situation for s arbitrary is similar, replacing Φa by a composite symmetric
functor.
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9.2. ...or without constraint. In this section, we describe the space of liftings
of ir to an arrow
Lr+s
ir+s
−→ Vr+s,
without fixing Lr+s in advance. This space is the fiber of the reduction morphism
RWr+s/W1(PWr+s(S)(V
∨
r+s)) −→ RWr/W1(PWr(S)(V
∨
r )),
over the point given by ir. Recall that RWr/W1 denotes Greenberg’s functor, from
the category of Wr(S)-schemes to that of S-schemes. This fiber can be described
using Greenberg’s Structure Theorem- see, for instance, [BGA]. I now give a self-
contained exposition, in our current setting.
Assume first that S is affine, in which case all extensions of CWr-bundles over S
are split, and every CWr-line bundle over S is (non-canonically) isomorphic to the
Teichmu¨ller lift of its mod p reduction. Both assertions follows from the vanishing
of coherent cohomology over S (the second one just uses H1(S,OS) = 0). Our
question can thus be reformulated as follows.
Fix an isomorphism Lr ≃ Wr(L1). Let Vr+s be a given lift of Vr, to a RWr+s-
bundle on S. Describe the equivalence classes of liftings of Wr(L1)
ir−→ Vr to
ir+s : Wr+s(L1)
ir+s
−→ Vr+s,
where ir+s and i
′
r+s are identified, if there exists an automorphism
σ ∈ Ker(Aut(Wr+s(L1) −→ Aut(Wr(L1)) = Ker(W
×
r+s −→W
×
r ),
such that i′r+s = ir+s ◦ σ. Note that Ker(W
×
r+s −→ W
×
r ) is a split unipotent
algebraic group defined over Fp. If p 6= 2, or if r ≥ 2, it is isomorphic to (Ws,+),
via the p-adic logarithm- see [DCFL], Remark 2.4.
Keeping the notation of the previous paragraph, one sees that these equivalence
classes form a torsor under the vector bundle (Qs⊗L
∨
s )
(r). Concretely, it is given
by the extension of RWs-bundles (πs)∗(Gr+s) = (πs)∗(s
∗
r(Fr+s)), reading as
Gr+s : 0 −→ (Qs ⊗ L
∨
s )
(r) −→ ∗ −→Ws(OS) −→ 0.
This extension is canonical: it does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism
Lr
∼
−→Wr(L1). By glueing, it is defined over an arbitrary S. Denote by
RL′r+s(= RL
′
r+s(ir, Vr+s)) := S(Gr+s)
g′
−→ S
its splitting scheme. We have proved the following representability statement.
Definition 9.5. Let 0 −→ Lr
ir−→ Vr −→ Qr −→ 0 be a short sequence of RWr-
bundles over a G-scheme S. Assume given a lift Vr+s of Vr to a RWr+s-bundle
over S. Consider the functor
Φir ,Vr+s : Sch/S −→ Sets
(T
t
−→ S) 7−→ {Lr+s ⊂ t
∗(Vr+s)},
from the category of S-schemes to that of sets, defined as follows. It sends t to the
set of liftings of t∗(ir)(Lr) to a Wr+s-line subbundle of t
∗(Vr+s).
Proposition 9.6. The functor Φir ,Vr+s is represented by the affine morphism
g′ : RL′r+s −→ S constructed above.
Remark 9.7. In the present situation, the analogue of Remark 9.4 goes as follows.
The quasi-coherent OS-module g
′
∗(ORL′r+s) has a natural good filtration, with
graded pieces vector bundles of the shape
Φa((V1/L1)
∨ ⊗ L1),
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where a ≥ 0 is an integer, and where Φa is a symmetric functor, homogenenous of
degree a, which is pure if s = 1.
Note that, here again, the only graded piece of degree a = 0 corresponds to
OS ⊂ g
′
∗(ORL′r+s).
Exercise 9.8. Give a precise meaning to the following motto: “Splitting complete
flags of Wr-bundles creates functions which are dual to those needed for lifting
them”. Keep in mind that splitting is a much stronger operation than lifting!
10. Computations of extensions, over complete flag schemes.
This section contains results of interest, among which the unicity of the tautolog-
ical section.
Note, however, that none of these are used in the proof of the Uplifting Theorem.
10.1. Unicity of the tautological section. Let’s start with a “toy
example”-to use a bandied around expression;)
Let V be a vector bundle of rank 3, over a base scheme S. Consider its complete
flag scheme f : F := Fl(V ) −→ S. Denote by
Nat1,2 : 0 −→ L1 −→ V2
pi
−→ L2 −→ 0
the tautological extension, of vector bundles on F. Denote by g : S1,2 :=
S(Nat1,2) −→ F its splitting scheme. Denote by s := f ◦ g the structure mor-
phism of the S-scheme S1,2. Over S1,2, the extension Nat1,2 acquires a canonical
(tautological) section σ : L2 −→ V2. View it as an element of H
0(S1,2,L
⊗−1
2 ⊗V2).
It is reasonable to expect that σ is the only section of Nat1,2 over S1,2. This is
indeed the case, thanks to the next Lemma.
Lemma 10.1. The following is true.
1) The natural inclusion
OS −→ s∗(OS1,2)
is an isomorphism.
2) For all n ≥ 1, we have
s∗(O(n,−n, 0)) = 0.
3) The natural arrow
OS −→ s∗(L
⊗−1
2 ⊗ V2),
1 7→ σ
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we know that the quasi-coherent OF-module
g∗(OS1,2)/OF has a good filtration by the subbundles Sym
a(V2) ⊗ L
⊗−a
1 , with
O(−a, a, 0) as associated graded pieces, a ≥ 1. These have f∗(.) = 0, by
Proposition 7.3. Since OS = f∗(OF), Claim 1) follows. We prove 2), by
de´vissage using the preceding good filtration. We have to check the vanishing
of f∗(Sym
a(V2)(n − a,−n, 0)), for all a ≥ 0. If a ≤ n, then n − a > −n, and we
can apply Proposition 7.3 and the projection formula. For a > n, proceed as fol-
lows. Consider the natural extension Syma(Nat1,2)(n− a, n, 0). It is an extension
of vector bundles over F, reading as
0 −→ Syma−1(V2)(n−a+1,−n, 0) −→ Sym
a(V2)(n−a,−n, 0) −→ O(n−a,−n+a, 0) −→ 0.
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Since −n+a > 0, we have s∗(O(n−a,−n+a, 0)) = 0 by Proposition 7.3. Applying
s∗ to this exact sequence, we conclude by induction on a.
We prove the third part. Let f be a section of s∗(L
⊗−1
2 ⊗V2). The composite π ◦f
is a section of s∗(L
⊗−1
2 ⊗L2) = OS (use 1)). Thus, there exists λ ∈ OS , such that
π ◦ (f −λσ)=0. In other words, f −λσ belongs to s∗(O(1,−1, 0)) = 0 (use 2)). 
We can adapt this Lemma to a more general setting, as follows.
Proposition 10.2. Let V be a vector bundle of rank D ≥ 4, over a base scheme
S of characteristic p. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ D− 2 be an integer. Consider its complete flag
scheme F : F := Fl(V ) −→ S. Denote by t : Sd := S(Nat) −→ F the splitting
scheme of the natural extension
Nat : 0 −→ Vd −→ Vd+1 −→ Ld+1 −→ 0,
over F.
Let r ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1 be integers. Denote by σi : Ld+1 −→ Vd+1, i = 1, . . . ,m the
m tautological sections of Nat over the m-fold product tm : Smd −→ F- arising as
the pullbacks of the tautological section, by the m projections Smd −→ Sd.
Then, the natural arrow
g : OmS −→ (F ◦ t
m)∗(L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1),
ei 7→ σ
(r)
i ,
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have a natural arrow
h : Om−1S −→ (F ◦ t
m)∗(L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d ),
ei 7→ σ
(r)
i − σ
(r)
m ,
i = 1, . . . ,m − 1. We first study h. By proposition 3.1, we know that t∗(OSd)
has a natural good filtration, by vector bundles of the shape Syma(V∨d+1 ⊗Ld+1),
with graded pieces Syma(V∨d ⊗ Ld+1), a ≥ 0. Thus, t
m
∗ (OSmd ) has a natural good
filtration, by vector bundles of the shape Φ(V∨d+1⊗Ld+1), where Φ is a composite
symmetric functor. Consider the inclusion (of the component of total degree pr of
this good filtration)
Wpr :=
∑
deg(Φ)=pr
Φ(V∨d+1 ⊗ Ld+1) ⊂ t
m
∗ (OSmd ).
I claim that it induces an isomorphism
ι′ : F∗(Wpr ⊗ L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d )
∼
−→ F∗(t
m
∗ (OSmd )⊗ L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d ) = t
m
∗ (L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d ).
To see this, it suffices to show that
F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d ⊗ Ld+1)⊗ L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d ) = F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗ V
(r)
d ⊗ L
a−pr
d+1 )
vanishes, for all symmetric functors Ψ, of degree a > pr. To do so, consider the
factorization
F : Fl(V )
F1−→ Fl(1, . . . , d, V )
F2−→ S.
By Proposition 7.4, since d + 1 < D − 1, we know that (F1)∗(L
a−pr
d+1 ) vanishes.
Conclude using the projection formula.
We infer that the inclusion Wpr ⊂ t
m
∗ (OSmd ) also yields an isomorphism
ι : F∗(Wpr ⊗L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1)
∼
−→ F∗(t
m
∗ (OSmd )⊗L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1) = t
m
∗ (L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1).
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Indeed, the tautological sections σ
(r)
i obviously lie in the image of ι, and we can
then use the fact that ι′ is an isomorphism to conclude.
It remains to show that the natural arrow
g : OmS −→ F∗(Wpr ⊗ L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1),
ei 7→ σ
(r)
i
is an isomorphism. To do this, we use the natural good filtration of Wpr , with
graded pieces vector bundles of the shape Ψ(V∨d ⊗Ld+1), where Ψ is a symmetric
functor, of degree a ≤ pr. Note that Ψ(.) can be written as
⊗m
i=1 Sym
ai(.), where
a1 + . . .+ am = a. If a < p
r, then
F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d ⊗ Ld+1)⊗ L
∨(r)
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1) = F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗ L
a−pr
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d+1) = 0.
This is clear if a = 0 (i.e Ψ = 1). If a ≥ 1, consider the natural exact sequence
0 −→ Ψ(V∨d )⊗L
a−pr
d+1 ⊗V
(r)
d −→ Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗L
a−pr
d+1 ⊗V
(r)
d+1 −→ Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗L
a
d+1 −→ 0.
Its cokernel has a natural good filtration, with graded pieces degree zero line bun-
dles of the shape O(−b1, . . . ,−bd, a, 0, . . . , 0), where the non-negative integers ai
satisfy b1 + . . . + bd = a. These have have F∗(.) = 0 thanks to Proposition 7.3.
We are thus reduced to show the vanishing of F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d ) ⊗ L
a−pr
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d ). The
vector bundle Ψ(V∨d ) ⊗ L
a−pr
d+1 ⊗ V
(r)
d has a natural good filtration, with graded
pieces degree zero line bundles of the shape O(c1, . . . , cd, a − p
r, 0, . . . , 0), where
the relative integers ci satisfy c1 + . . . + cd = p
r − a > 0. Thanks to Proposition
7.3, again, these have F∗(.) = 0. Conclude by de´vissage.
If a = pr, then F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗ V
(r)
d+1) = F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗ V
(r)
d ). If Ψ is composite (mean-
ing that at least two of the ai’s are positive), we can apply Lemma 10.3, to get
F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d ) ⊗ V
(r)
d ) = 0. It now remains to consider the graded pieces where Ψ is
pure, i.e. Ψ(.) = Symp
r
(.). There are m such graded pieces, corresponding to the
“trivial” partitions, where one ai equals p
r, and all other vanish. Applying Lemma
10.3 again, we get F∗(Ψ(V
∨
d )⊗ V
(r)
d ) = OS , for each of these graded pieces. Each
of these m copies of OS corresponds to a direct factor of the source of g- showing
that g is, indeed, an isomorphism. 
10.2. A result for Ext0. Let r ≥ 1 be an integer. For a vector bundle W over
an Fp-scheme S, the Frobenius (or Verschiebung, depending on your point of view)
W (r) −→ Symp
r
(W ) is an injective homomorphism fromW (r) to a pure symmetric
functor, applied to W . The next Lemma states that, for tautological subquotient
bundles, there is no non-zero homomorphism fromW (r), to a composite symmetric
functor applied to W .
Lemma 10.3. Let V be a vector bundle of rank d, over an Fp-scheme S. Denote
by F : Fl(V ) −→ S its complete flag scheme. Let m,n be two integers, with
0 ≤ m < n− 1 ≤ d− 2. Put
W := Vn/Vm;
it is a vector bundle defined over Fl(V ). Let r ≥ 0 be an integer. Then, the
following is true.
1) One has
F∗(W
(r)∨ ⊗ Symp
r
(W)) = OS ,
with generator given by the Frobenius
Frobr :W(r) −→ Symp
r
(W).
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1) Let s ≥ 2 be an integer. Let a1, . . . , as be positive integers, adding up to p
r.
Then, one has
H0(Fl(V ),W(r)∨ ⊗ Syma1(W)⊗ . . . Symas(W)) = 0.
Proof. Let me prove 1). Consider the natural exact sequence
0 −→ W(r)∨⊗W(r) −→W(r)∨⊗Symp
r
(W) −→W(r)∨⊗(Symp
r
(W)/W(r)) −→ 0.
The kernel is End(W)(r), which has F∗(.) = OS , with generator given by the iden-
tity. Checking this fact is left to the reader, as an exercise. The cokernel has a nat-
ural good filtration, inherited from that ofW , with successive quotients degree zero
line bundles of the shape O(0, . . . , 0, am+1, . . . , an, 0, . . . , 0). Here (am+1, . . . , an)
is a non-zero sequence of relative integers, adding up to zero. According to Propo-
sition 7.3, these line bundles have F∗(.) = 0 (this uses n ≤ d − 1). By de´vissage,
the cokernel in question has F∗(.) = 0 as well. The claim is proved.
Let me deal with 2). Using the projection formula, we see that
H0(Fl(V ),W(r)∨ ⊗ Syma1(W)⊗ . . .⊗ Symas(W)) =
H0(Fl(V ),W(r)∨ ⊗ Syma1(W)⊗ . . .⊗ Symas−1(W)⊗ L⊗asn ).
Using the natural good filtration ofW(r)∨, by de´vissage, we reduce to showing the
vanishing of
H0(Fl(V ), Syma1(W)⊗ . . .⊗ Symas−1(W)⊗ L⊗asn ⊗ L
⊗−pr
i ),
for i = m+1, . . . , n. The case i = n is straightfoward, using the projection formula
and Proposition 7.3, because 0 > as−p
r. Note that this uses dim(W) = n−m ≥ 2.
We now deal with the case m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The vector bundle Syma1(W) ⊗
. . .⊗Symas−1(W) has a natural good filtration, with graded pieces line bundles of
the shape O(0, . . . , 0, bm+1, . . . , bn, 0, . . . , 0), where bm+1 + . . .+ bn = a− as, and
0 ≤ bj ≤ a−as for all j. Thus, the vector bundle Sym
a1(W)⊗ . . .⊗Symas−1(W)⊗
L
⊗(−pr)
i ⊗ L
⊗as
n has a natural good filtration, with graded pieces line bundles of
the shape
O(0, . . . , 0, bm+1, . . . , bi−1, bi − p
r, bi+1 . . . , bn + as, 0, . . . , 0)
where bi − p
r < 0. The sequence (0, . . . , 0, bm+1, . . . , bi−1, bi − p
r, bi+1 . . . , bn +
as, 0, . . . , 0) is not increasing: it ends by zero, its terms add up to zero, and one
of its terms is non-zero. We conclude by de´vissage, using Proposition 7.3.

10.3. A result for Ext1.
Lemma 10.4. Let V be a vector bundle of rank 3, over an Fp-scheme S. Denote
by
F : Fl(V )
f1
−→ P(V ) = Fl(2, V )
f2=f
−→ S
its complete flag scheme. Recall that we denote by
0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ V3 = F
∗(V )
the tautological complete flag, over Fl(V ).
Let b ≥ 0 be an integer. The following is true.
1) There exists a canonical isomorphism of OP(V )-modules
Γ2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)
∼
−→ R1(f1)∗(O(b + 1,−b− 1, 0)).
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2) If b + 1 is not a p-th power, we have
f∗(Γ
2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)) = 0.
3) Assume that b = ps − 1. Then, there exists a canonical isomorphism
f∗(Γ
2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)) ≃ OS .
Proof.
The vector bundle Γ2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2) has a good filtration by subbundles, with
quotients line bundles of the shape O(i,−i, 0), i = −b,−b+ 1 . . . , b − 1, b. These
have F∗(.) = 0, except for i = 0. By de´vissage, we get a canonical embedding
α : f∗(Γ
2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)) −→ OS .
We prove the first assertion. We first reduce to the case S = Spec(A) is affine,
with A an Fp-algebra of finite type, and V trivial. Embedding S into an affine
space over Fp, we further reduce to a polynomial algebra A = Fp[x1, . . . , xn].
Since such an A is integral, using α, we can pass to its field of fractions to show
the desired vanishing statement. We are thus reduced to S = Spec(k), with k an
infinite field.
The exact sequence of vector bundles
0 −→ L1 −→ V2
pi
−→ L2 −→ 0
induces a natural surjection
Γ2b(V2) −→ Γ
b(V2)(0, b, 0),
[v]2b 7→ [v]b ⊗ π(v)
b.
Twisting it by Det−b(V2) = O(−b,−b, 0), we get a surjection of vector bundles
over Fl(V )
φ : Γ2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2) −→ Γ
b(V2)(−b, 0, 0),
Denote by Kb its kernel; it is a vector bundle of rank b over P(V ). It has a natu-
ral good filtration by subbundles, having as successive quotients the line bundles
O(i,−i, 0), for i = 1, . . . , b. These have F∗(.) = 0, so that F∗(Kb) = 0 by de´vissage.
Taking F∗(φ) thus yields an injection
ι : f∗(Γ
2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)) −→ f∗(Γ
b(V2)⊗ Sym
b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2)),
given on sections by the formula
[v]2b ⊗ δ
−b 7→ [v]b ⊗ v
b ⊗ δ−b.
Using a good filtration argument analogous to those used before, we prove that
the vector space f∗(Γ
b(V2) ⊗ Sym
b(V2) ⊗ Det
−b(V2)) has dimension at most one.
But the perfect duality pairing
∆ =< ., . >: Γb(V2)× Sym
b(V2) −→ Det
b(V2),
< [v]b, w1w2 . . . wb >= (v ∧ w1)(v ∧w2) . . .⊗ (v ∧ wb)
gives a non-zero vector inside it. It is therefore one-dimensional, directed by ∆.
Arguing by contradiction, assume that the k-vector space f∗(Γ
2b(V2)⊗Det
−b(V2))
is one dimensional too, with generator u. By what I just wrote, ι(u) would then
be a non-zero multiple of ∆. Rescaling, we can assume ι(u) = ∆. Considering
a fiber V2 of V2, at a k-rational point of P(V ), we would then get the following.
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There exists u ∈ Γ2bk (V2), which we can write u =
∑r
1 ai[ui]2b, ai ∈ k, ui ∈ V , such
that the perfect duality pairing
< ., . >: Γbk(V2)× Sym
b
k(V2) −→ Det
b(V2)
can be expressed as
< [v]b, w1w2 . . . wb >=
r∑
1
ai(v ∧ ui)
b(w1 ∧ ui)(w2 ∧ ui) . . . (wb ∧ ui).
Write the base-p expansion
b = a0 + a1p+ . . .+ asp
s.
One see that the expression on the right factors, in the first variable v, through
the natural surjective k-linear map
θ : Γb(V2) −→
s⊗
0
Γai(V
(i)
2 ),
[v]b 7→ [v]a0 ⊗ [v
(1)]a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ [v
(s)]as .
Indeed, this factorisation is given by
(., .) :
s⊗
i=0
Γai(V
(i)
2 )× Sym
b
k(V2) −→ Det
b(V2),
([v0]a0 [v1]a1p . . . [vs]asps , w1w2 . . . wb) :=
r∑
1
ai(v0 ∧ ui)
a0(v1 ∧ ui)
a1p . . . (vs ∧ ui)
asp
s
(w1 ∧ ui)(w2 ∧ ui) . . . (wb ∧ ui).
Since < ., . > is perfect, the surjection θ has to be an isomorphism. Equating
dimensions of the source and target of θ yields
b+ 1 = (a0 + 1)(a1 + 1) . . . (as + 1),
implying b = ps − 1.
Let me just sketch the proof of the second statement, which is rather straightfor-
ward. Consider the extension
0 −→ L
(s)
1 −→ V
(s)
2 −→ L
(s)
2 −→ 0,
of vector bundles over Fl(V ), defined as the s-th Frobenius pullback of the tauto-
logical sequence. Its cohomology class yields an injection
β : OS −→ R
1F∗(O(p
s,−ps, 0)).
Using Leray’s spectral sequence, together will the usal computation of the coho-
mology of P1-bundles, we get (f1)∗(O(p
s,−ps, 0)) = 0, and the desired canonical
isomorphism
R1(f1)∗(O(p
s,−ps, 0)) = Γ2p
s−2(V2)⊗Det(V2)
1−ps .
The arrow β is then checked to be the inverse of α. 
Remark 10.5. Using Lemma 10.4, combined to the projection formula, we get the
following. Let V be a vector bundle of rank D ≥ 3, over an Fp-scheme S. Denote
by F : Fl(V ) −→ S its complete flag scheme. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ D − 1 be an integer.
Let a ≥ 0 be an integer.
*) If a is not a p-th power, then R1F∗(L
a
d ⊗ L
−a
d+1) = 0.
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**) If a = pr is a p-th power, then R1F∗(L
pr
d ⊗ L
−pr
d+1) = OS , with canonical
generator given by (the r-th Frobenius twist of) the natural extension
Natd,d+1 : 0 −→ Ld −→ Vd+1/Vd−1 −→ Ld+1 −→ 0.
11. Statement of the Uplifting Theorem.
It was stated as a conjecture in [DCF2].
Theorem 11.1. (The Uplifting Theorem.)
Let G be a 1-smooth profinite group.
Let
∇1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,1
be a complete flag of real vector bundles, of arbitrary dimension d ≥ 1, over a
perfect affine (Fp, G)-scheme S = Spec(A).
Then, ∇1 admits a lift, to a complete flag ∇2 of RW2- bundles over S.
It is straightforward to reformulate the Uplifting Theorem, in the language of
Galois cohomology.
Theorem 11.2. (The Uplifting Theorem, equivalent reformulation)
Let G be a 1-smooth profinite group.
Let A be a perfect (Fp, G)-algebra. Let d ≥ 1 be an integer. Denote by Bd ⊂ GLd
the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices.
Then, the natural arrow
H1(G,Bd(W2(A))) −→ H
1(G,Bd(A)),
given by reduction, is surjective.
Remark 11.3. Note that the statement of the Uplifting Theorem does not provide
information about the graded pieces Li,2 of ∇2.
Assume that G is (1, 1)-cyclotomic, relative to a cyclotomic module Z/p2(1). It
is then 1-smooth by the Weak One-dimensional Lifting Theorem of [DCF3]. The
Uplifting Theorem thus applies to G. It is then normal to wonder whether we can
prescribe Li,2 = W2(Li,1)(−i). Naively, I tried to prove that this can be done, for
a (too) long time. The answer is of course negative in general. A counter-example
will be added in the next version of this paper.
If Z/p2(1) = Z/p2 is trivial, I do not have such a counter-example.
Remark 11.4. It is natural to ask whether the Uplifting Theorem extends to depth
e ≥ 2. This could be the subject of future investigation. For many possible
applications though, the degree of generality allowed by the Uplifting Theorem (in
depth e = 1) is arguably sufficient.
12. Proof of the Theorem.
Remark 12.1. In this proof, I could have worked over perfect Fp-schemes (e.g. the
perfection of flag schemes and of splitting schemes). This would have made the
proof slightly more readable, by dismissing some Frobenius twists. Meanwhile, it
would also have made it less explicit, and would have concealed the possibility of
measuring the growth of these Frobenius twists- a goal that I will not pursue here.
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We proceed by induction on d. The case d = 2 holds by the very definition of
1-smoothness.
Denote by UpLift(d) the statement of the Uplifting Theorem, in dimension d ≥ 2.
Assume that UpLift(d) holds. Let
∇d+1,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd+1,1
be a complete flag of real vector bundles, of arbitrary dimension d + 1 ≥ 1, over
S = Spec(A). We think of it as “a complete flag of semi-linear representations of
G over A”. By induction, the truncation
∇d,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,1
admits a lift to a complete flag of RW2-bundles
∇d,2 : 0 ⊂ V1,2 ⊂ V2,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,2.
Replacing ∇d,2 by ∇
′
d,2 := ∇d,2 ⊗ L
−1
1,2 ⊗W2(L1,2), which is another lift of ∇d,1,
we are free to assume V1,2 = W2(L1,2).
Denote by G0 ⊂ G the kernel of the action of G on S, on Vd+1,1 and on Vd,2. Put
G0 := G/G0. All G-actions, so far, come from G
0-actions. Choose an embedding
Vd+1,1 −→ VD,1 := A[G
0]n
of Vd+1,1 into a free A[G
0]-module, of rank (over k) D = n|G0| ≥ d + 2. Put
VD,2 := W2(A)[G
0]n. The existence of such an embedding is equivalent to its
dual obvious counterpart: writing V ∨d+1,1 as a quotient of a free A[G
0]-module.
For r = 1, 2, note that VD,r, seen as a RWr-bundle over S, is permutation. We
can now view ∇d+1,1 as a permutation embedded flag of RW1-bundles
∇d+1,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd+1,1 ⊂ VD,1.
Because VD,1 is a projective A[G
0]-module, the embedding Vd,1 −→ VD,1 lifts
to an embedding of RW2-bundles Vd,2 −→ VD,2, yielding an embedded flag of
RW2-bundles
0 ⊂ V1,2 ⊂ V2,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,2 ⊂ VD,2,
which we still denote by ∇d,2. We can, and will, assume that V1,2 ⊂ VD,2 is the
natural Teichmller lift τ2(i1,D,1) of the natural inclusion i1,D,1 : V1,1 −→ VD,1,
provided by Lemma 3.4. To see why, denote by i1,D,2 : V1,2 −→ VD,2 the inclusion
appearing in ∇d,2. The difference τ2(i1,D,1) − i1,D,2 has trivial mod p reduction.
It is hence given by an element ǫ1,D,1 ∈ H
0(G0, (V ∨1,1 ⊗ VD,1)
(1)). Since VD,1 is a
projective A[G0]-module, ǫ1,D,1 extends to
ǫd,D,1 ∈ H
0(G0, (V ∨d,1 ⊗ VD,1)
(1)) ⊂ H0(G0, (V ∨d,2 ⊗ VD,2)).
The claim follows, replacing the inclusions ij,D,2 : Vj,2 −→ VD,2 by ij,D,2 +
(ǫd,D,1)|Vj,2 .
Put V1 := VD,1. Introduce the flag scheme
F : F := Fl(1, . . . , d+ 1, V1) −→ S.
Denote by
∇gen,d+1,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,1 ⊂ Vd+1,1 ⊂ VD,1 := F
∗(V1)
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the tautological flag. The data of∇d+1,1 (embedded in VD,1) naturally corresponds
to a real point s : S −→ F (a G-equivariant section of F ), together with an
isomorphism of real flags embedded in VD,1
∇d+1,1 ≃ s
∗(∇gen,d+1).
We are now going to perform successive base-changes, from F to suitable G-
schemes. These are universal, for the property of lifting (resp. splitting) some
extensions of vector bundles. We now get to details.
Denote by
∇gen,d,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,1 ⊂ VD,1
the truncation of ∇gen,d+1,1.
12.1. Step 1: Imaginary splitting of Natd,d+1,1. Over F, we have a natural
extension of (G,W1)-bundles
Natd,d+1,1 : 0 −→ Ld,1 −→ Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1 −→ Ld+1,1 −→ 0.
We produce a real base-change (that is to say, a morphism of G-schemes)
T : T −→ F
such that, over T, the extension Natd,d+1,1 splits, as an extension of (G0,W1)-
bundles. To do so, simply set
TL1 := Ind
(G,F)−Sch
(G0,F)−Sch
(S(Natd,d+1,1)) = S(Natd,d+1,1)
G0 −→ Ld+1,
where the product is fibered over F.
The following holds.
1) Over T, the extension of (G0,W1)-bundles Natd,d+1,1 splits. This follows from
the universal property of induction, given in 2.3.
2) The quasi-coherent OF-Module T∗(OT) has a natural good filtration, with
graded pieces vector bundles of the shape
L⊗−bd,1 ⊗ L
⊗b
d+1,1,
for b ≥ 0. This follows from Proposition 3.1.
3) Strenghtening of 1): real sections of T parametrize splittings of the extension
of (G0,W1)-bundles Natd,d+1,1. Now, over S, the natural extension of (G0,W1)-
bundles
0 −→ Ld,1 −→ Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1 −→ Ld+1,1 −→ 0
splits. Since G0 acts trivially on everything, this holds simply because S is affine.
The data of such a splitting determines real point s1 : S −→ T, lifting s (formula:
T ◦ s1 = s).
In short: s naturally lifts through T , in a G-equivariant fashion.
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12.2. Step 1bis: Real lifting of Natd,d+1,1. Over T, the extension of real
vector bundles
Natd,d+1,1 : 0 −→ Ld,1 −→ Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1 −→ Ld+1,1 −→ 0
is geometrically split. Since the profinite group G is 1-smooth, there exists m ≥ 0,
and a lift of L
(m)
d+1,1, to a line RW2-bundle L
[m]
d+1,2 over T, such that Nat
(m)
d,d+1,1
lifts, to a geometrically split extension of real vector bundles over T
Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 : 0 −→ L
(m)
d,2 −→ V
[m]
d,d+1,2 −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0.
This follows from Proposition 8.4 of [DCF3].
Note that the RW2-line bundle L
[m]
d+1,2 need not be isomorphic to W2(L
(m)
d+1,1).
12.3. Step 2: real lifting of ∇gen,1,d. We now produce a real lifting of
∇gen,1,d, over T. It is, in fact, base-changed from F. We use induction, fol-
lowing the process described in section 9.2.
Using Lemma 3.4, we get that the arrow
i1,D,1 : V1,1 −→ VD,1,
between permutation RW1-bundles over T, has a natural lift to
i1,D,2 := τ2(i1,D,1) : V1,2 := W2(L1,1) −→ VD,2,
which is an embedding. To lift the partial real flag ∇gen,2,1 : V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ VD,1,
a base-change is needed. Indeed, using i1,D,2, this question is equivalent to lifting
the real arrow
L2,1 −→ VD,1/V1,1,
to an arrow of RW2-bundles
L2,2 −→ VD,2/V1,2,
where L2,2 is some lift of L2,1, which we do not prescribe. By section 9.2, we know
that the space of such liftings form a natural extension of real vector bundles over
T
E2,D : 0 −→ (VD,1/V2,1)
(1) −→ ∗ −→ L
(1)
2,1 −→ 0.
Put
L2 := S(E2,D) −→ T.
Over L2, the partial real flag ∇gen,2,1 : V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ VD,1 indeed acquires a
natural lift, to a flag of RW2-bundles ∇gen,2,2 : V1,2 ⊂ V2,2 ⊂ VD,2, which extends
∇gen,1,2 : 0 ⊂ V1,2 ⊂ VD,2.
Continuing this process generates a sequence of real morphisms
L : Ld −→ . . . −→ L3 −→ L2 −→ L1 = T,
with the following properties.
0) The arrow Li+1 −→ Li is the splitting scheme of an extension of real vector
bundles over Li
Ei+1,D : 0 −→ (VD,1/Vi+1,1)
(1) −→ ∗ −→ L
(1)
i+1,1 −→ 0.
1) Over Ld, the embedded flag ∇gen,d,1 lifts to a flag of RW2-bundles
∇gen,d,2 : 0 ⊂ V1,2 ⊂ V2,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd,2 ⊂ VD,2 := F
∗(V2).
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2) The quasi-coherent OT-Module L∗(OLd) has a natural (real) good filtration,
with graded pieces vector bundles of the shape
d⊗
i=2
Φai((VD,1/Vi,1)
∨ ⊗ Li,1),
where Φai(.) := Sym
bi(Frob(.)) is a pure symmetric functor, homogenenous of
degree ai = pbi. Note that the only graded piece of degree a = 0 corresponds to
OT ⊂ L∗(OLd). This follows from Proposition 3.1, applied to all splitting schemes
Li+1 −→ Li.
3) The real morphism L parametrizes liftings of the embedded flag ∇gen,d,1, to a
flag of W2-bundles embedded in VD,2, under the constraint i1,D,2 := τ2(i1,D,1).
In particular, the data of ∇d,2 naturally corresponds to a real point s2 : S −→ Ld,
lifting s1 (formula: L ◦ s2 = s1).
In short: s1 naturally lifts through L, in a G-equivariant fashion.
12.4. Step 3: imaginary lifting of Ld+1,1 −→ VD,1/Vd,1. We begin with
shrinking G0: we now denote by G0 ⊂ G the kernel of the action of G on S, on
Vd+1,1, on Vd,2 and on L
[m]
d+1,2.
In this third step, we produce a real base-change Ld+1 −→ Ld such that, over
Ld+1, the m-th Frobenius twist of the embedding Ld+1,1 −→ VD,1/Vd,1 lifts to an
embedding L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ V
(m)
D,2/V
(m)
d,2 , with the following properties.
1) We require that the lifting be an arrow of (G0,W2)-bundles, not of (G,W2)-
bundles.
2) We prescribe L
[m]
d+1,2 to be the RW2-bundle introduced in Step 1.
To achieve this, we use the process of section 9.1, together with induction from
G0. More precisely, the space of liftings of L
(m)
d+1,1 −→ V
(m)
D,1 /V
(m)
d,1 to an embedding
of W2-bundles L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ V
(m)
D,2 /V
(m)
d,2 is governed by a natural extension of vector
bundles over Ld
Ed+1,D : 0 −→ (VD,1/Vd,1)
(m+1) −→ ∗ −→ L
(m+1)
d+1,1 −→ 0.
Instead of passing to its splitting scheme, we pass to its splitting scheme induced
from G0: we set
λ : Ld+1 := Ind
G
G0(S(Ed+1,D)) = S(Ed+1,D)
G0 −→ Ld
(induction and fiber products taken over Ld). By the universal property of
induction, we get that, over Ld+1, the embedding L
(m)
d+1,1 −→ V
(m)
D,1 /V
(m)
d,1 indeed
lifts, to an embedding of (G0,W2)-bundles L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ V
(m)
D,2 /V
(m)
d,2 . Denote by
V
[m]
d+1,2 ⊂ V
(m)
D,2 the inverse image of L
[m]
d+1,2 ⊂ V
(m)
D,2/V
(m)
d,2 , under the quotient arrow
V
(m)
D,2 −→ V
(m)
D,2/V
(m)
d,2 .
The following holds.
1) Over Ld+1, the m-th Frobenius twist of the tautological embedded flag
∇gen,d+1,1 : 0 ⊂ V1,1 ⊂ V2,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vd+1,1 ⊂ VD,1
acquires a lift to a flag
∇
[m]
gen,d+1,2 := 0 ⊂ V
(m)
1,2 ⊂ V
(m)
2,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V
(m)
d,2 ⊂ V
[m]
d+1,2 ⊂ V
(m)
D,2 := F
∗(V
(m)
2 ),
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where:
a) The embeddings Vi,2 ⊂ VD,2, for i = 1, . . . , d, are the embeddings of (G,W2)-
bundles built in Step 2.
b) The embedding V
[m]
d+1,2 ⊂ V
(m)
D,2 is an embedding of (G0,W2)-bundles.
c) As a (G0,W2)-line bundle, the graded piece V
[m]
d+1,2/V
(m)
d,2 is isomorphic to L
[m]
d+1,2,
built in Step 1.
2) The quasi-coherent OLd -Module λ∗(OLd+1) has a natural good filtration, with
graded pieces vector bundles of the shape
Φad+1((VD,1/Vd,1)
∨ ⊗ Ld+1,1),
where Φad+1(.) is a composite symmetric functor, homogenenous of degree
ad+1 ≥ 0. Note that, here again, the only graded piece of degree ad+1 = 0
corresponds to OLd ⊂ λ∗(OLd+1).
3) The set of G-equivariant sections of λ parametrizes liftings of the G0-
equivariant embedding L
(m)
d+1,1 −→ V
(m)
D,1/V
(m)
d,1 , to a G0-equivariant embedding
L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ V
(m)
D,2/V
(m)
d,2 . Now, over S, the embedding L
(m)
d+1,1 −→ V
(m)
D,1 /V
(m)
d,1 lifts
to an embedding of (G0,W2)-bundles L
[m]
d+1,2 := s
∗
1(L
[m]
d+1,2) −→ V
(m)
D,2 /V
(m)
d,2 . Since
G0 acts trivially on S, L
[m]
d+1,2 and V
(m)
D,2 /V
(m)
d,2 , this just follows from the vanishing
of coherent cohomology, over an affine base. The choice of such a lifting naturally
determines a real point s3 : S −→ Ld+1, lifting s2 (formula: λ ◦ s3 = s2).
In short: s2 naturally lifts through λ, in a G-equivariant fashion.
12.5. Step 3bis: a good filtration. Denote by
θ := T ◦ L ◦ λ : Ld+1 −→ Ld −→ T −→ F
the affine structure G-morphism.
Combining the properties numbered 2) in Steps 1,2 and 3 yields the following.
The quasi-coherent OF-Module θ∗(OLd+1) has a natural good filtration by sub-
vector bundles, with graded pieces vector bundles of the shape
(
d⊗
i=2
Φai((VD,1/Vi,1)
∨ ⊗ Li,1))⊗ Φad+1((VD,1/Vd,1)
∨ ⊗ Ld+1,1)⊗ L
⊗−b
d,1 ⊗ L
⊗b
d+1,1
where b ≥ 0, and where the Φai(.)’s are symmetric functors, homogenenous of
degrees ai ≥ 0.
Such a vector bundle itself possesses a natural good filtration by sub-vector
bundles, having as graded pieces degree zero line bundles, of the shape
O(0,+, ∗, . . . , ∗,−, . . . ,−). Reading from the left, the first − symbol occurs as
the (d+ 2)-th entry.
12.6. Step 4: a patching problem. Let M2 be an RW2-bundle (over some
(Fp, G)-scheme). Denoting by M1 its mod p reduction, recall that we then have
an exact sequence of G-WtF modules
0 −→ Frob∗(M
(1)
1 )
j
−→M2
ρ
−→M1 −→ 0.
Over Ld+1, consider the (pullbacks of the) extensions of RW2-bundles
Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 : 0 −→ L
(m)
d,2 −→ V
[m]
d,d+1,2 −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
and
Q
(m)
d,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d−1,2
id,2
−→ V
(m)
d,2
qd,2
−→ L
(m)
d,2 −→ 0,
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extracted from ∇gen,d,2. We would like to patch (glue) them, in a strong sense
which I now make precise.
Denote by
Qd+1,1 : 0 −→ Vd,1 −→ Vd+1,1
qd+1,1
−→ Ld+1,1 −→ 0
the natural extension of RW1-bundles (defined over F), extracted from∇gen,d+1,1.
Let g : X −→ Ld+1 be a G-morphism.
Consider the category C(g), whose objects consist in the following datum.
i) An extension, of RW2-bundles over X ,
G
[m]
d+1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ ∗ −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0.
ii) An isomorphism of extensions of RW2-bundles over X
φ : (qd,2)∗(G
[m]
d+1,2)
∼
−→ Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2,
together with an isomorphism of extensions of RW1-bundles over X
ψ : ρ∗(G
[m]
d+1,2)
∼
−→ Q
(m)
d+1,1,
subject to the requirement
ρ∗(φ) = (qd,1)∗(ψ).
In this last equality, we have tacitly used the canonical isomorphism
ρ∗(Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2) ≃ (qd,1)∗(Q
(m)
d+1,1) ≃ Nat
(m)
d,d+1,1.
Such a datum is called a patching datum.
Arrows in C(g) are isomorphisms which commute to the given data.
Denote by C(g) the set of isomorphism classes of objects of C(g).
Proposition 12.2. The formula g 7→ C(g) defines a gerbe for the fppf topology,
over the category of (G,Ld+1)-schemes.
It is banded by the RW1-bundle (L
∨
d+1,1 ⊗ Vd−1,1)
(m+1).
Proof. Introduce the natural composite
ι : (L∨d+1,1 ⊗ Vd−1,1)
(m+1) id−1,1−→ (L∨d+1,1 ⊗ Vd,1)
(m+1) j−→ (L
[m+1]
d+1,2 )
∨ ⊗ V
(m)
d,2 ,
where Frobenius pushforwards are dismissed for simplicity.
Let g : X −→ Ld+1 be a G-morphism. Assume given an object (G
[m]
d+1,2, φ, ψ) ∈
C(g), and an extension of RW1-bundles over X
E : 0 −→ V
(m+1)
d−1,1 −→ ∗ −→ L
(m+1)
d+1,1 −→ 0;
that is to say, a torsor under (L∨d+1,1 ⊗ Vd−1,1)
(m+1). Form the Baer sum
ι∗(E) + G
[m]
d+1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ ∗ −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0.
Using the canonical trivialization of the extensions ρ∗(ι∗(E)) and (qd,2)∗(ι∗(E)),
we get that (ι∗(E) + G
[m]
d+1,2, φ, ψ) is another object of C(g). Taking isomorphism
classes of objects, the functorial formula
(E ,G
[m]
d+1,2) 7→ ι∗(E) + G
[m]
d+1,2
defines an action of RExt1Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ) on C(g). To prove the proposition,
we have to check that this action is simply transitive, whenever C(g) is non-empty.
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The non-obvious part is the transitivity, which I now prove. Let (G
[m]
d+1,2, φ, ψ) and
(G
′[m]
d+1,2, φ
′, ψ′) be two objects of C(g). Form the Baer difference
∆d,2 := G
′[m]
d+1,2 − G
[m]
d+1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ ∗ −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0.
Using functoriality of the Baer sum, we have a natural isomorphism of extensions
φ′ − φ : (qd,2)∗(∆d,2)
∼
−→ Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 −Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 = 0;
that is to say, a canonical splitting sd,2 of (qd,2)∗(∆d,2). Such a data is canonically
given by an extension
∆d−1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d−1,2 −→ ∗ −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
and an isomorphism td,2 : (id,2)∗(∆d−1,2)
∼
−→ ∆d,2. Via (qd,2)∗(td,2), the splitting
sd,2 is then given by the canonical splitting of 0 = (qd,2 ◦ id,2)∗(∆d−1,2). Through
td,2, the Baer difference
ψ′ − ψ : ρ∗(∆d,2)
∼
−→ Q
(m)
d+1,1 −Q
(m)
d+1,1 = 0
then yields a canonical trivialization td,1, of the extension ρ∗((id,2)∗(∆d−1,2)) =
(id,1)∗(ρ∗(∆d−1,2)). Using the compatibility condition ii) of the definition of
C(g), one then checks that (qd,1)∗(td,1) is the canonical trivialization of 0 =
(qd,1 ◦ id,1)∗(ρ∗(∆d−1,2)). Thanks to Lemma 12.3, we get a trivialization td−1,1 of
ρ∗(∆d−1,2), such that td,1 = (id,1)∗(td−1,1). It naturally gives rise to an extension
of RW1-bundles over X
E = ∆d−1,1 : 0 −→ V
(m+1)
d−1,1 −→ ∗ −→ L
(m+1)
d+1,1 −→ 0,
such that ∆d−1,2 = j∗(∆d−1,1).
We then have a canonical isomorphism ι∗(E) + G
[m]
d+1,2
∼
−→ G
′[m]
d+1,2.
This proves the claim.

Lemma 12.3. Let A be an abelian category. Consider two extensions (=exact
sequences)
0 −→ A
i
−→ B
pi
−→ C −→ 0
and
E : 0 −→ A −→ ∗ −→ D −→ 0
in A.
Assume given a section sB of the extension
i∗(E) : 0 −→ B −→ ∗ −→ D −→ 0,
such that π∗(sB) is the canonical section of the trivial extension
0 = (π ◦ i)∗(E) : 0 −→ C −→ ∗ −→ D −→ 0.
Then, there exists a unique section sA of E, such that i∗(sA) = sB.
Proof. Left to the reader, as an instructive exercise. 
Thanks to Proposition 12.2, we get a class c ∈ RExt2Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ), with
the following property.
The vanishing of c is equivalent to the existence of an extension of RW2-bundles
over Ld+1,
G
[m]
d+1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ V
′[m]
d+1,2 −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
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equipped with a patching datum.
The class c is geometrically trivial. In other words, we have c ∈
ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ). To see this, note that the extension of (G0,W2)-
bundles
0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ V
[m]
d+1,2 −→ L
[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
extracted from the flag ∇
[m]
gen,d+1,2 of Step 3, is naturally equipped with a
patching datum- with G0 in place of G. Thus, the restriction Res(c) ∈
Ext2(G0,Ld+1)(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ) dies, proving the claim.
To proceed further, our next task is to compute the group ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ).
12.7. Step 5: Computations in Ext groups. The goal of this technical inter-
lude is to prove Lemma 12.8. The reader may take its proof for granted, and
proceed to Step 6.
Consider the exact sequence of real vector bundles, defined over F,
Nat : 0 −→ Vd−1,1 −→ VD,1 −→ VD,1/Vd−1,1 −→ 0.
In cohomology, it induces (Bockstein) arrows
RExti
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ RExti+1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ),
and
exti
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ exti+1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ),
for all i ≥ 0.
Lemma 12.4. The arrow
ext1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Chasing in the diagrams induced by Nat(m+1) for Exti(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , .)’s, it suf-
fices to show that the groups ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
D,1 ), RExt
1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
D,1 )
and CExt1Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
D,1 ) vanish. Using the imaginary-to-real
spectral sequence, we reduce to proving the vanishing of the groups
CExti
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
D,1 ), for i = 0, 1. Recall that VD,1 = F
∗(V1), where
F : F −→ S is the structure morphism. Since S is affine, using the projection
formula, we further reduce to proving that the (Zariski) cohomology groups
Hi
Ld+1
(L−p
m+1
d+1,1 ) = CExt
i
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,OLd+1) = H
i
F
(θ∗(OLd+1)⊗ L
−pm+1
d+1,1 )
vanish for i = 0, 1. Using the (double) good filtration of Step 3bis, we see
that the quasi-coherent OF-module θ∗(OLd+1) ⊗ L
−pm+1
d+1,1 has a good filtration,
with graded pieces line bundles of total degree −pm+1 < 0, and of the shape
O(0,+, ∗, . . . , ∗,−, . . . ,−). These have RiF∗(.) = 0, for i = 0, 1. Checking this is
an exercise, using Propositions 7.3 and 7.4. Conclude by de´vissage.

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Lemma 12.5. Consider the affine morphism L ◦ λ : Ld+1 −→ T.
The natural arrows
(L◦λ)∗ : CExt
0
T
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ CExt0
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1))
and
(L◦λ)∗ : CExt
0
T(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ CExt0Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1))
are isomorphisms.
Proof. We give the proof for the second arrow. The proof for the first one is
similar.
Recall that, for vector bundles A and B over F, we have
CExt0
T
(A,B) = F∗(T∗(A
∨ ⊗B))
and
CExt0
Ld+1
(A,B) = F∗(θ∗(A
∨ ⊗B)).
Using the exact sequence (of quasi-coherent modules over F)
0 −→ T∗(OT ) −→ θ∗(OLd+1) −→ θ∗(OLd+1)/T∗(OT ) −→ 0,
we see that it suffices to show
F∗(L
−pm+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1) ⊗ (θ∗(OLd+1)/T∗(OT ))) = 0.
The quasi-coherent OF-module θ∗(OLd+1)/T∗(OT ) has a natural good filtration,
obtained by combining the properties numbered 2), in Steps 1, 2 and 3. Its graded
pieces are vector bundles of the shape
W := (
d⊗
i=2
Φai((VD,1/Vi,1)
∨⊗Li,1))⊗Φad+1((VD,1/Vd,1)
∨⊗Ld+1,1)⊗L
⊗−b
d,1 ⊗L
⊗b
d+1,1.
Here b ≥ 0 is any integer, and the Φai(.)’s are symmetric functors, homogenenous
of degrees ai ≥ 0, where at least one ai is non-zero. By de´vissage, it suffices to
prove the vanishing of F∗(L
−pm+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1) ⊗ W). To do so, it is
harmless to replace F : Fl(1, . . . , d + 1, V1) −→ S by the complete flag scheme
F : Fl(V1) −→ S, which we do.
Distinguish three cases.
Case a) At least one of the numbers a1, . . . , ad−1 does not vanish. This implies
that the natural good filtration on W has graded pieces consisting of degree
zero line bundles of the shape L := O(c1, . . . , cd−1, . . . , cD), where the rela-
tive numbers c1, . . . , cd−1 do not all vanish, and where the first non-zero of
these (reading from the left) is positive. Using the natural good filtration of
L−p
m+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1), we get that L−p
m+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1) ⊗ W
possesses the same kind of good filtration. For all of its graded pieces L, we have
F∗(L) = 0 by Proposition 7.3. Conclude by (double) de´vissage.
We can now assume that a1 = . . . = ad−1 = 0. Hence, ad and ad+1 do not both
vanish, and we have
W = Φ((VD,1/Vd,1)
∨)⊗ Lad−bd,1 ⊗ L
b+ad+1
d+1,1 ,
where Φ := Φad ⊗ Φad+1 is a symmetric functor, of degree ad + ad+1 ≥ 1.
Case b) We have b + ad+1 − p
m+1 > 0. Introduce the factorization
F : F = Fl(V1)
F1−→ Fl(1, . . . , d, V1)
F2−→ F.
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Write
L−p
m+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1) ⊗W = L
b+ad+1−p
m+1
d+1,1 ⊗ Y,
where Y is a vector bundle defined over Fl(1, . . . , d, V1). Since d+1 ≤ D−1, using
the projection formula and proposition 7.3, we get
(F1)∗(L
−pm+1
d+1,1 ⊗(VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)⊗W) = (F1)∗(L
b+ad+1−p
m+1
d+1,1 )⊗Y = 0⊗Y = 0.
Hence, F∗(L
−pm+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)⊗W) = 0, and we conclude by de´vissage.
Case c) We have b + ad+1 − p
m+1 ≤ 0. The vector bundle Φ((VD,1/Vd,1)
∨) has a
good filtration, with graded pieces line bundles of the shape O(0, . . . , 0,−, . . . ,−),
where the first of the − symbols occurs as the (d + 1)-th entry, and one of them
at least is −−. By de´vissage, it suffices to prove the vanishing of
F∗((VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)(0, . . . , 0, ad − b,−,−, . . . ,−)),
where one at least of the symbols − is −−. If ad − b ≥ 0, then the sequence
(ad − b,−,−, . . . ,−) is not increasing, and we can conclude using Proposition 7.3,
considering the factorization
F : F = Fl(V1)
F3−→ Fl(1, . . . , d− 1, V1)
F4−→ F.
If ad − b < 0, we have to show
F∗((VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)(0, . . . , 0,−−,−, . . . ,−)) = 0,
where the first of the − symbols occurs as the (d + 1)-th entry, and one of
them at least is −−. Now, the vector bundle (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1) is equipped
with its natural good filtration, having as graded pieces the line bundles Lp
m+1
i,1 ,
for d ≤ i ≤ D. Thus, (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)(0, . . . , 0,−−,−, . . . ,−) has a natu-
ral good filtration, with graded pieces (degree zero) line bundles, of the shape
O(0, . . . , 0, ∗, . . . , ∗), where one at least of the symbols ∗ is negative. These have
F∗(.) = 0, by Proposition 7.3. Conclude by de´vissage.

Consider the natural extension, of vector bundles over F,
Nat : 0 −→ Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1 −→ VD,1/Vd−1,1 −→ VD,1/Vd+1,1 −→ 0.
Lemma 12.6. The inclusion
CExt0
T
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ CExt0
T
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)),
induced by Nat, is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the good filtration described in property 2) of Step 1). Using
the exact sequence Nat, and arguing as in the proof of Lemma 12.5 (whose proof
is actually much more delicate), we reduce to showing
F∗(L
−pm+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd+1,1)
(m+1) ⊗ L−bd,1 ⊗ L
b
d+1,1) = 0,
for all b ≥ 0. The vector bundle L−p
m+1
d+1,1 ⊗ (VD,1/Vd+1,1)
(m+1)⊗L−bd,1⊗L
b
d+1,1 has
a natural good filtration, with degree zero line bundles of the shape
O(0, . . . , 0,−b, b− pm+1, ∗, . . . , ∗)
as graded pieces- where all symbols ∗ vanish, except one which equals pm+1. These
have F∗(.) = 0 by Proposition 7.3. Conclude by de´vissage. 
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Lemma 12.7. The natural map
ext1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ ext1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)),
induced by the inclusion Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1 −→ VD,1/Vd−1,1, is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have ext1
Ld+1
(., .) = H1(G,CExt0Ld+1(., .)). Thus, it suffices to show
that the natural injective arrow
CExt0
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ CExt0
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (VD,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1))
is an isomorphism. This follows from Lemmas 12.5 and 12.6. 
Lemma 12.8. The natural arrow
β : ext1Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)) −→ ext2Ld+1(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 12.4 and 12.7.

12.8. Step 6: an adjustment. Recall the class c ∈ ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 )
obtained in Step 4. Thanks to Lemma 12.8, there exists ǫ ∈
ext1
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 , (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
(m+1)), such that β(ǫ) = c. Consider the natural
extension of RW1-bundles defined over F,
0 −→ L−1d+1,1 ⊗ Ld,1 −→ L
−1
d+1,1 ⊗ (Vd+1,1/Vd−1,1)
pi
−→ OF −→ 0.
Form the pushforward π∗(ǫ) ∈ ext
1
Ld+1
(OLd+1 ,OLd+1) = h
1
Ld+1
(OLd+1). Re-
call that the space of lifts of L
(m)
d+1,1 to an RW2-bundle over Ld+1 is a (trivial)
(G,OLd+1)-torsor. This gives a meaning to L
′[m]
d+1,2 := L
[m]
d+1,2 − π∗(ǫ). Note that
L
[m]
d+1,2 and L
′[m]
d+1,2, as lifts of L
(m)
d+1,1, are geometrically isomorphic. The extension
ǫ then gives rise to an extension of RW2-bundles over Ld+1
Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 − j∗(ǫ) : 0 −→ L
(m)
d,2 −→ V
′[m]
d,d+1,2 −→ L
′[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
which I denote by Nat
′[m]
d,d+1,2. We can now perform the same constructions as
in Step 4, replacing L
[m]
d+1,2 by L
′[m]
d+1,2, and Nat
[m]
d,d+1,2 by Nat
′[m]
d,d+1,2. Patching
it with Q
(m)
d,2 is then obstructed by a class c
′ ∈ ext2
Ld+1
(L
(m+1)
d+1,1 ,V
(m+1)
d−1,1 ), with
c′ = c−β(ǫ) = 0. The extensions Nat
′[m]
d,d+1,2 and Q
(m)
d,2 thus patch, to an extension
of RW2-bundles
G
′[m]
d+1,2 : 0 −→ V
(m)
d,2 −→ V
′[m]
d+1,2 −→ L
′[m]
d+1,2 −→ 0,
over Ld+1.
12.9. Step 7: done! We have a complete flag of RW2-bundles over Ld+1,
∇
[m]
gen,d+1,2 : 0 ⊂ V
(m)
1,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V
(m)
d,2 ⊂ V
′[m]
d+1,2,
which lifts ∇
(m)
gen,d+1,1. Note that it is not embedded in V
(m)
D,2 .
Specializing via s3, we get that ∇
[m]
d+1,2 := (s3)
∗(∇
[m]
gen,d+1,2), a complete flag of
RW2-bundles over S, lifts the m-th Frobenius twist of our starting embedded flag
∇d+1,1. Since S is perfect, ∇d+1,1 itself lifts.
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Exercise 12.9. (pretty much doable, at least for fanatics;-))
Modify the proof of the Uplifting Theorem, so that no cohomological gadget of
degree ≥ 2 is used.
The following Corollary generalizes [DCF2], Theorem 6.1, in depth 1.
Corollary 12.10. (Existence of liftings of representations of 1-smooth profinite
groups.)
Let G be a 1-smooth profinite group. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p.
Let ρ1 : G −→ GLd(k) be a continuous mod p representation of G, of arbitrary
dimension d. Then, ρ2 admits a lift to a representation ρ2 : G −→ GLd(W2(k)).
Proof. Write V1 = k
d, seen as a (k,G)-module via ρ1. Consider the central
extension
0 −→ Md(k) −→ GLd(W2(k)) −→ GLd(k) −→ 1.
It induces the action of GLd(k) on the matrix algebra Md(k) given by
g.M = Frob(g)MFrob(g)−1,
where Frob : GLd −→ GLd is the Frobenius homomorphism, of the linear algebraic
k-group GLd. Using the machinery of non-abelian cohomology (see [Se]), we get
a class c ∈ H2(G,End(V1)
(1)), obstructing the existence of a lift ρ2. By the usual
inflation-restriction argument, to show that it vanishes, it suffices to show that
its restriction to H2(Gp,End(V1)
(1)) vanishes, where Gp ⊂ G is a pro-p-Sylow
subgroup- which is 1-smooth as well. In other words, it suffices to show that the
restriction W1 of V1, to a representation of Gp over k, lifts modulo p
2. Since Gp
is a pro-p-group, W1 possesses a complete Gp-invariant flag
∇1 : 0 ⊂W1,1 ⊂ . . . ⊂W1,d =W1.
We can apply the Uplifting Theorem to this flag (with S = Spec(k)). It lifts to a
complete flag of (W2(k), Gp)-bundles
∇2 : 0 ⊂W1,2 ⊂ . . . ⊂W2,d.
In particular, W1 lifts modulo p
2, and we are done. 
Exercise 12.11. In the preceding Corollary, remove the perfectness assumption on
k, using a Frobenius-splitting argument.
Give a constructive proof, not using H2.
13. Corollary: existence of Zariski-local liftings of (completely
filtered) Fp-e´tale local systems, to (completely filtered)
Z/p2-e´tale local systems.
Let X be a scheme, where p is invertible. If X is semi-local, it is known by
[DCF2], that G := π1(X), the e´tale fundamental group of X , is (1,∞)-cyclotomic.
It is hence 1-smooth by the Weak One-dimensional Lifting Theorem of [DCF3].
By applying the Uplifting Theorem and its corollary, it follows that (completely
filtered) Fp-e´tale local systems on X admit Zariski-local liftings, to (completely
filtered) Z/p2-e´tale local systems on X .
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Exercise 13.1. (Lifting local systems on curves: an elementary approach)
Assume that G is the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth projective curve
C, defined over C- usual complex numbers ;-)
By [DCF2], Proposition 4.11, we know that G is (1,∞)-cyclotomic w.r.t roots of
unity, hence 1-smooth by [DCF3]. Thus, (completely filtered) Fp-e´tale local sys-
tems on C lift to (completely filtered) Z/p2-e´tale local systems.
Let ρ1 : G −→ GLd(Fp) be such a mod p local system. Show that ρ1 lifts to
ρ∞ : G −→ GLd(Zp), using the usual description of G by generators and relations.
In genus g = 1, you have to prove the following. Let a, b ∈ GLd(Fp) be two com-
muting invertible matrices. Then, a and b lift, to commuting invertible matrices
A,B ∈ GLd(Zp).
In genus g ≥ 2, I do not have an elementary argument.
14. Corollary of the corollary: existence of mod p2 liftings of mod
p Galois representations.
For absolute Galois groups, Corollary 12.10 can be formulated in a very elemen-
tary fashion. Anyone familiar with elementary Galois theory can understand it.
I am happy to state it that way:)
Corollary 14.1. Let F be a field. Let E1/F be a Galois extension of F , whose
Galois group Γ1 := Gal(E1/F ) is a subgroup of a matrix group GLd(Fp).
Then, there exists a field extension E2/E1, enjoying the following properties.
1) The extension E2/F is Galois, with group Γ2 := Gal(E2/F ) a subgroup of
GLd(Z/p
2).
2) The natural surjection Γ2 −→ Γ1, given by Galois correspondence, is induced
by the mod p reduction GLd(Z/p
2) −→ GLd(Fp).
15. Elated unipotent groups and the Elated Lifting Theorem.
We assume that the profinite group G is 1-smooth.
The goal of this section is to present a generalization of the Uplifting Theorem, in
the context of linear algebraic groups. For simplicity, I work over a finite field k
of characteristic p, equipped with the trivial action of G. The generalization to a
perfect (Fp, G)-algebra is straightforward.
The letter G is used to denote a smooth linear group scheme over W2(k), and
G := G×W2(k) k denotes its reduction, to a smooth linear algebraic group over k.
Denote by Bd ⊂ GLd the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices.
Definition 15.1. Let B be a linear group scheme, smooth over W2(k). We say
that B is elated, if, for some d ≥ 1, there exists an embedding (of group schemes
over W2(k))
f : B −→ Bd
with the following property. Consider the mod p reduction
f : B −→ Bd
It induces an injective homomorphism
Lie(f) : Lie(B) −→ Lie(Bd).
Then, Lie(f) admits a retraction, as a representation of B over k.
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Remark 15.2. An elated group scheme is a smooth solvable group scheme over
W2(k).
Theorem 15.3. (The Elated Lifting Theorem.)
Let B be an elated group scheme over W2(k).
Let ρ1 : G −→ B(k) be a continuous representation.
Then, ρ1 lifts to a continuous representation ρ2 : G −→ B(W2(k)).
Now, let G/Z be a split reductive group scheme.
Denote by B ⊂G a Borel subgroup of G. We assume that B is elated.
Then, every continuous representation ρ1 : G −→ G(k) lifts to a continuous rep-
resentation ρ2 : G −→ G(W2(k)).
Proof. Let f : B −→ Bd be an embedding of linear group schemes over W2(k),
together with a k-linear B-equivariant retraction
g : Lie(Bd) −→ Lie(B)
of the injection Lie(f). Consider the central extension (of linear algebraic groups
over k)
L1(Bd) : 0 −→ Lie(Bd)
(1) −→ RW2/W1(Bd)
ρ
−→ Bd −→ 1.
Here the middle term is the Greenberg transfer, of W2(k)-schemes to k-schemes
(see [BGA]). Note that the natural action of Bd on Lie(Bd)
(1) is (the Frobenius
twist of) the adjoint action. Taking k-points induces an exact sequence of finite
groups
L1(Bd)(k) : 0 −→ Lie(Bd)
(1)(k) −→ Bd(W2(k))
ρ(k)
−→ Bd(k) −→ 1.
The Uplifting Theorem asserts that ρ(k) is 1-surjective, i.e. induces a surjection
Hom(G,Bd(W2(k))) −→ Hom(G,Bd(k)),
also valid when replacing G by a closed subgroup. Since g is B-equivariant, it
makes sense to form the push-forward g∗(L1(Bd)), fitting into a diagram of linear
algebraic k-groups
0 // Lie(Bd)
(1) //
g

RW2/W1(Bd)
//

Bd
// 1
H2 : 0 // Lie(B)
(1) // H2
// Bd
// 1.
Then, the pullback (f)∗(H2) fits into a natural diagram
L1(B) : 0 // Lie(B)
(1) // RW2/W1(B)
//
can

B //
f

1
H2 : 0 // Lie(B)
(1) // H2
// Bd
// 1
(verification left to the reader). Using elementary cohomological arguments (noH2
needed;)), we see that 1-surjectivity is preserved under pullbacks and pushforwards
of extensions. As a consequence, ρ(k) is 1-surjective, proving the claim.
For the second assertion, recall that B(k) ⊂ G(k) has index prime-to-p. We can
then use a restriction-corestriction argument, as in the proof of Corollary 12.10.

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Remark 15.4. It is perhaps true, that Borel subgroups of all split reductive alge-
braic groups are elated, hence that the second part of the Elated Lifting Theorem
applies to all reductive algebraic groups.
16. Lifting (filtered) exact sequences of representations of smooth
profinite groups.
Definition 16.1. (filtered exact sequences).
Let R be a commutative ring. A filtered extension of R-modules is an extension of
locally free R-modules of finite rank
0 −→ A −→ E1 −→ B −→ 0,
together with a complete filtration (E1,i)0≤i≤rk(E1) of E1, whose graded pieces
E1,i/E1,i−1 are invertible R-modules, and such that A = E1,i for some i.
Two filtered extension of R-modules
0 −→ A −→ E1 −→ B −→ 0
and
0 −→ B −→ F2 −→ C −→ 0
are said to be compatible, if the filtration of B, induced by the given filtration on
E1, equals that induced by the given filtration on F2.
A filtered exact sequence of R-modules is an exact sequence, of locally free R-
modules of finite rank
E : 0 −→ E1 −→ . . . −→ En −→ 0,
together with a system of two-by-two compatible filtrations (Ej,i), on the induced
short exact sequences
0 −→ Kj −→ Ej −→ Cj −→ 0.
Assume that R is equipped with an action of the profinite group G. Then, a filtered
exact sequence of (R,G)-modules is a filtered exact sequence of R-modules
E : 0 −→ E1 −→ . . . −→ En −→ 0,
equipped with a semi-linear action of G. In other words, each Ei is endowed with a
semi-linear action of G, compatible with the arrows in E, and respecting the given
filtrations (Ej,i).
Proposition 16.2. (The automorphism group scheme of a filtered exact sequence
is elated.)
Consider a filtered exact sequence of Z-modules
E : 0 −→ E1 −→ . . . −→ En −→ 0,
with given filtrations (Ej,i). Denote by BZ the group of automorphisms of the
extension E, respecting these given filtrations. It naturally bears the structure of a
solvable group scheme, over Z. On the level of the functor of points, an element
of B is the data of automorphisms φ1, . . . , φn, fitting into a commutative diagram
0 // E1 //
φ1

E2 //
φ2

. . . // En−1 //
φn−1

En //
φn

0
0 // E1 // E1 // . . . // En−1 // En // 0.
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Then, the mod p2 reduction of BZ is an elated group scheme B := BZ ×Z Z/p
2,
over Z/p2.
Proof. In this version, the proof is left to the reader. 
Using the technique developped in [DF], we are able to prove the following.
Theorem 16.3. (Lifting filtered exact sequences of representations of smooth profi-
nite groups.)
Let G be a 1-smooth profinite group. Let k be a finite field. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer,
and let
E : 0 −→ A −→ E1 −→ . . . −→ En −→ B −→ 0
be a filtered exact sequence of (k,G)-modules.
Then, E admits a lift, to a filtered exact sequence of (W2(k), G)-modules.
Proof. As an exact sequence of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, E is con-
tractible, in a way that respect the filtrations. In particular, it is isomorphic to
the base-change of a (contractible) filtered complex of Z-modules, which I denote
by EZ. Denote by BZ the automorphism Z-group scheme of EZ. Its mod p
2 re-
duction B is elated, by Proposition 16.2. Now, the G-structure on E is given by
a continuous homomorphism ρ1 : G −→ B(k). Using Theorem 15.3, it lifts to
a continuous homomorphism ρ2 : G −→ B(W2(k)). In other words, E lifts to a
filtered exact sequence of (W2(k), G)-modules. The proof is over. 
17. The Smoothness Theorem, for 1-smooth pro-p-groups.
In this section, we consider a classical problem: lifting the mod p cohomology of
a profinite group.
We solve it for 1-smooth pro-p-groups.
Theorem 17.1. (The Smoothness Theorem, for 1-smooth pro-p groups).
Let G be a 1-smooth pro-p-group. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer.
Let c1 ∈ H
n(G,Fp) be a cohomology class.
Then, there exists the following data.
1) A lift of the trivial G-representation Fp, to a free Z/p
2-module of rank one
equipped with an action of G, denoted by (Z/p2)(c1).
2) A cohomology class c2 ∈ H
n(G, (Z/p2)(c1)), lifting c1.
Proof. Let
E : 0 −→ Fp −→ E1 −→ . . . −→ En −→ Fp −→ 0
be an exact sequence of (Fp, G)-modules, whose (Yoneda) cohomology class in
Extn(Fp,G)(Fp,Fp) = H
n(G,Fp) equals c. Since G is a pro-p-group, it is possible to
equip E with the structure of a filtered exact sequence of (Fp, G)-modules. The
proof is by induction, using the standard fact that an (Fp, G)-module has a G-
invariant element. Using Theorem 16.3, this filtered exact sequence then lifts to a
filtered exact sequence of (Z/p2, G)-modules
F : 0 −→ F0 −→ F1 −→ . . . −→ Fn −→ Fn+1 −→ 0.
Replacing F by F ⊗ F−1n+1, we can assume that Fn+1 = Z/p
2, without loss of
generality. The result follows, with (Z/p2)(c1) := F0. 
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Remark 17.2. Assume that G is (1, 1)-cyclotomic, w.r.t. a cyclotomic module
Z/p2(1). Up to a twist, the Smoothness Theorem then yields a positive solution
to the Smoothness Conjecture of [DCF1].
On the other hand, the Smoothness Theorem applies to all 1-smooth profinite
groups, not just (1, 1)-cyclotomic ones.
Up to solving a twist issue, the Smoothness Theorem above actually provides a
proof of the Norm Residue Isomorphism Theorem.
Question 17.3. Assume that F is a field of characteristic not p. Take G to be the
absolute Galois group Gal(Fs/F ).
It is 1-smooth, by the Weak One-dimensional Lifting Theorem of [DCF3].
For m ∈ N invertible in k, denote by µm the group of m-th roots of unity in F ,
seen as a (Z/m,G)-module.
Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Let c1 ∈ H
n(G,µ⊗np ) be a cohomology class. We want to
explain why c1 lifts to H
n(G,µ⊗np2 ). As it is well-known to experts, this is enough
to provide a reasonably short proof of the Norm Residue Isomorphism Theorem.
Note that, by restriction-corestriction, we can reduce to the case where G is a
pro-p-group. Then, µp is isomorphic to the trivial (Fp, G)-module Fp.
Is there a simple explanation for the fact that, in the statement of the Smoothness
Theorem, we can then take (Z/p2)(c1) = µ
⊗n
p2 ?
Conjecture. 17.4. (The Symbols Conjecture).
Let G be a 1-smooth pro-p-group. Then, for all n ≥ 2, the cup-product map
H1(G,Fp)
⊗n −→ Hn(G,Fp)
is surjective.
Remark 17.5. The Symbols Conjecture states that all classes in Hn(G,Fp) are
sums of symbols, when G is a 1-smooth pro-p-group. It may be weakened, by
demanding that all such classes be quasi-symbols; that is to say, sums of corestric-
tions of symbols, with respect to open subgroups of G.
18. What’s next?
As a matter of fact, I believe that the Uplifting Theorem is an extremely fruitful
statement, with many applications to come.
It can also be transposed to other contexts.
Acknowledgements
To be filled in, in the next version.
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